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Strengthening Team Management 
Skills Course 

Purpose 

To build the knowledge and skills needed for CIAT leaders and managers that 
strengthen team-based research and assist with the transition from working in 
commodity teams to fluid project based teams. 

Objectives 

At the end of this training, participants will be able to: 

1. Use information gained from Leadership and Management Skills 
Assessment Inventory to strengthen leadership and managerial 
effectiveness. 

2. Use essential communication skills - feedback and facilitating the 
involvement of others - to enhance the effectiveness of project teams. 

3. Build and sustain effective project team performance. 

4. Constructively manage conflict among team members or among project 
teams. 

5. Develop strategies to influence and build alliances both inside CIA T and 
extemally. 

6. Apply course skílls. knowledge. and tools to real work challenges. 
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Training Resources Group, Inc. 
Corporate Profile 

General Background 

Founded in 1973. Training Resources Group. Inc., (TRG) is an employee-owned business 
that provides management consulting, training, organization development, team building, and 
project planning services to clíents in the U.S. and throughout the world. The firm has 
provided these servíces to public and private sector clients in the U.S. and over 60 countries 
throughout Asia, Afríca. the Middle East, Latín America, the Caribbean. Europe. and the NIS. 
Many of TRG's full-tíme staff routinely provide servlces in French and Spanish. 

Experience 

With 20 years of experience designing management development activlties in the public. 
private, and intemational sectors, TRG brings to each new job vast experience and an In
depth understanding of what makes a successful programo We take pride in the fact that our 
products achleve practical results. Our goal is always to provide services which will have an 
impact, and make a positiva diffarence for our clients. 

TRG Is worklng with CGIAR on several Inltlatives. We design and delíver the 7 -<lay Women's 
Leadership and Management course. This course was gíven in Mexico for staff from 
CIMMYT, CIAT and CIP in 1996 and will be gíven again in 1997, at CIFOR. We worked wlth 
the CIMMYT 30th Annlversary NARS/Donor Consultatíve Forum and the CIMMYT Change 
Catalyst Committee Retreat. For IFPRI and IMI we have pfanned and facilítated several 
problem solving and planning meetíngs. 

We work tor a number of non-profit organizations throughout the world: World Bank. U.S. 
Agency for fntemational Development. Asían Development Bank. U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, UNDP. PLAN Intemational and the Intemational Monetary Fund. Our work is 
often within these organizations themselves and with development projects they fundo 
Examples of projects we are involved with are a privatization project in Caíro. a wondwide 
environmental health project, a conflict resolution project in the Middle East. and a worldwide 
project to provide environment and urban development technical assistance to municipal 
govemments. 

The TRG headquarters is located in Alexandria, Virginia. We are a small company - there 
are 26 of uso TRG uses its own organization as a laboratory tor experimenting with various 
organizational assessment and improvement efforts, working hard to use the approaches, 
tools, and techniques about which we advíse others. 80th Wilma Gormley and Linda Spink 
have a number of years of experience managing and leading others as well as working as 
facilitators and trainers in various human resources development activities. 
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Reading/Homework Assignments for the Week 

Sunday 

• Review the prework articles, "What Leaders Really Do" and "Leading Change: Why 
Transformation Efforts Fail 

• Total your assessment inventories and write on score sheets 

Monday 

• Feedback artiele behind Tab 2 

Tuesday 

• Read pages 32 through 42 on teams behind Tab 3 
• Collaborative Work Organization: A Key to Achieving Empowerment and 

Accountability, page 76 behind Tab 7 (optional) 

Wednesday 

• WhatTeam Leaders Do and Don't Do, page 63 behindTab 7 
• USing Teams Effectively: Making Meetings Work Better, paga 62 behind Tab 7 

(optional) 
• Using tha Flipchart as an Effective Facilitation Tool, page 66 behind Tab 7 (optional) 
• Building Consensus, page 70 behind Tab 7 (optional) 

Thursday 

• Review the Feedback article behind Tab 2 
• Making Performance Appraisals Work For Teams (handout to be distributed) 
• The Power of Peer Review (handout to be distributed) 
• other readings you have not yet had time to complete 
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Understanding the 
Four Phases of Transition1 

Phase One: Denial 

The first response to a significant or unexpected change is often shock - a general refusal to 
recognize the Informatlon. In this way we protect ourselves from being overwhelmed. 
Common responses inelude: 

Denying: 
Ignoring: 
Minimizing: 

''This can't be happening." 
'Wait till It blows over." 
"It just needs a few minar adjustments." 

The stage of Denial can be prolonged íf employees are not encouraged to register thelr 
reactlon, or if management acts like employees should just move directly into the new ways. 
Denial is harmful because it impedes the natural progression of healing from loss to moving 
forward. Employees stay focused on the way things were, thus not exploring how they can 
or need to change. 

Actions that help during this phase are: giving people ¡nformation, letting them know what to 
expect, give them time to let things sink in, and then move to planning. 

Phase Two: Resistance 

Resistance occurs when people move through the numbness of denial and begin to 
experience self-doubt, anger, depression, anxiety, frustrations, fear or uncertainty. In this 
phase things often seem to get worse, productivity dips drastically and personal distress 
levels rise. People may get physically iII, feel depressed, or be absent more in this phase. In 
this phase people are mourning loss at many levels: 

• 
• 
• 

security 
relationships 
territory 

* 
• 

sense of competence 
sense of direction 

Allowing people to express their feelings and share their experience makes this phase pass 
faster. People need a way to say goodbye befare moving forward. 

Actions that help in this phase are: listening to people, acknowledging feelings, encouraging 
support, accepting people's feelings without trying to talk them out of their feelings, being 
empathic. 

ladapred from Managjng Personal Chango' A Primer COl IodaY's WorId and Managjng Organiwiona! 
Change' A Practica! Guide COl Managers: by C. Scolt and D. Jaffe. 
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Phase Three: Exploration 

After a penod of struggle, índivíduals and organízatíons usually emerge from their negativity 
and shíft ínto more positive future-focused phase. New dírectíons do not emerge all at once, 
rather what emerges ís a search to look at options. Duríng this phase people are exploring 
"how do I fit in,' they want to clarify goals, directíons, resources and may leam new skills 
needed tor the future. 

Actions that help in this phase are: focusing on priorities, set short-term goals, brainstorm 
options for doing things, providing needed training. 

Phase Four: Commitment 

Finally, people break through the problems, discover new ways of doing things and/or adapt 
to the new situation. The commitment phase begins when people focus on a plan of action. 
They are prepared to leam new ways to work together, and have re-negotiated roles and 
expectations. The values and actions needed to commit to a new phase of productívity are 
in place. Employees are willing to solidly identify with a set of goals and be clear about how 
to reach them. There is a shared vision, increased teamwork, cooperation and balance. 

Actions that help ín thís phase are: setting long-term goals, concentrating on team building, 
validatíng and rewarding people's accomplishments, looking ahead. 
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I PHASES OF TRANSITION l' 

DENY 

PAST 

RESIST 

EXTERNALI 
ENVIRONMENT 

COMMIT 

EXPLORE 

INTERNALI 
SELF 

FUTURE 

2 From Mapagiog Permnal Chao2'r A Primer toc I*'5 Wmld by Cynthía Scott j PH,D., M.P,H. and Dennis Iaffe, PH.D. 
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Leadership and Management Functions 

Leadership Function: to produce Management Function: to keep a eomplex 
adaptive ehange - move people to a place organization aecurate, on time, and on 
in whieh they are genuinely better off. budget. 

Both managers and leaders are responsible for the following: 
1. Creating an agenda of what needs to be done 
2. Creating networks for aehieving the agenda 
3. Execution of the agenda 
4. Outcomes 

They use different proeesses for addressing these responsibilities. 

Leadershlp Proceseee: Management Processes: 
Establishing Directlon Planning and Budgeting 
Aligning People Organízíng and Staffing 
Motivating and Inspiring Controlling and Problem- Solvíng 

Leadership 
Settlng Direction is commonly done through the development and communieation of a 
vision of what the desired future could be - something that points toward where people 
ought to go in the future. 
Aligning people is getting people to understand and believe the vision by eommunicating 
the vision repeatedly to all involved. 
Motivating and Inepiring is to energize people to overcome major obstaeles toward 
aehíeving a vis ion and produeing the ehange by a) communicating, b) involving others in 
how to aehieve the vision, e) supporting through feedback, coaching, modeling and 
enthusiasm, and d) recognizing and rewarding all suecesses. 

Management 
Planning and Budgeting sets targets or g08ls for the future, establishes detalled steps 
for achieving the targets, and then allocates resources to accomplish the plans. 
Organizing and Staffing establishes structure and jobs necessary to aecomplísh the 
plans, staffs the jobs, communicates the plan, delegates, and monitors. 
Controlling and Problem Solving monitors results against plans and analyzes problems 
preventing the achievement of the plans. . 
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KEY PROJECT LEAOERSHIP ANO 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS 

Susmining Team Peñormance 

Serves as team leader and/or team member. Helps develop and sustain effective, high 
performing teams where individuals work productively together. Ensures team members 
understand and agree on the overall purpose/mandate of the team and are active in 
developing vision and direction for the future. Makes certain that individual team member are 
clear about their roles and responsibilities. Helps team develop a work plan and monitor the 
quality and progress of team activities against this work plan. Helps the team build and 
sustaln a sense of mutual accountability for results. Helps make meetings work; optimizes 
participation while getting job done without wasting time. Helps team see how their results 
connect to the larger CIAT goals and objectives. Makes sure team values the importance of 
not only what they are trying to achieve, but also how they are working together to achieve 
results. Encourages systematic learning within the team on how to work together effectively. 

Aligning People 

Works with others to create a vision and set direction for the future. Communicates this 
vis ion and direction to those whose cooperation is needed to achieve results. Provides on
golng help in focusing attention on strategy and goals. Encourages participation of others 
and listens attentively to understand their perspectives. Articulates views, beliefs and values 
in compeUing ways that engender support. Negotiates different points of view to reach 
mutuafly acceptable agreements. Demonstrates appropriate level of persistence in 
persuading and influencing others. Creates an environment where people feal empowered 
and committed to CIAT and project team goals and strategy. 

Motlvating and Inspiring 

Understands that the organization is "grieving" over recent losses, listens and expresses 
empathy; however, is able to demonstrate a positive attitude and keep people moving in the 
right direction despite resource constraints, downsizing, and uncertainty. Wrthin this 
environment works with team to create a commonly-shared vision and direction. Speaks 
about the value of the work the Center is doing and the significant contribution the team and 
individual team members are making. Focuses the team on getting work accomplished and 
celebrates and encourages this achievement. Demonstrates fairness and transparency in 
dealíng with others and insists that team members do the same. 

Problem Analysis and Decision Maklng 

Monitors, helps team monitor, work progress agaínst the agreed-upon outputs or work plan, 
recognizes emerging problems and/or deviations from work plan, marshals appropriate 
people and resources to address difficulties and explore potential solutions. Due to the 
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interconnactadnass of CIAT projact teams (multitasking of staft), takes a systemic approach 
when analyzing problems, involvas other peopla appropriately, asks quastions about broader 
implications. Exhibits skill in synthesizing information and developing options trom which to 
make decisions. Involves team members appropriately in decisions -listens, consults, and 
either makes decisions or sees that decisions are made in a timely manner. Responds to 
both successes and mistakes as learning opportunities to increase skill in analysis and future 
decision making. 

Demonstratlng Interpersonal Competence 

Understands that interpersonal competence is criticar for success in team based 
organizations. Works to develop productive relations with team members, other CIAT staff, 
beneficiaries, donors, and partners based on trust, support, and mutual respecto Mobilizes 
the full participation of people of diverse backgrounds disciplines, and perspectives. Able to 
give and receive feedback both positive and corrective. Listens to others and considers their 
thoughts and feelings. Able to express own points of view without dominating other team 
members, is flexible and open to different approaches. Able to express his/her own 
emotions productively. Demonstrates a commitment to working collaboratively to resolve 
conflicts, confronts areas of disagreement openly, and finds win-win solutions whenever 
possible. Able to use humor to add a sense of enjoyment to working relationships. 

Accountability 

Understands and is committed to building a team environment of mutual accountability. 
Helps team define structure, gain agreement on tasks to be done, create work plans, and set 
performance standards so that all staff know what is expected of them. Delivers on hislher 
own promises and commitments and expects others to do the same. Offers help to others 
when they are experiencing problems. Takes responsibility when things go wrong. Gíves 
clear and direct feedback when others have not delivered on their promises and 
commitments. 

External Relatlons 

Takes initiative to represent the team to the external world. Finds ways to authentically 
speak of current CIAT operations in positive ways. Develops productive relationships with 
beneficiarias, partners, and donors - seeks their opinions and feedback. Works with team to 
develop an outreach approach or strategy that effectively presents project purpose, 
accomplishments, and value added. Able to articulate this - "tell the project's story" - in 
interesting and compelling ways. Energetic about finding resources. Represents the team 
effectively within the Center, including other project teams and the senior management team. 

Communicating 

Recognizes that access to needed information enables team members to do their work more 
productívely. Supports patterns of communication that emphasizes participation, trust, and 
openness. Creates aclimate where information is shared widely and in a timely way, and 
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where people feel free to state views which are different from each others'. Effectively 
facilitates information sharing forums including staff meetings, one-on-one meetings, and 
written communication. Builds networks of people who are eager to share information. 
Practicas good individual communication skills, particularly by demonstrating an ability to ask 
questions which involve people and by actively listening. 
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Sustaining Team Performance 

Serves as team leader and/or team member. Helps develop and sustaín effective, high 
performing teams where indívíduafs work productively together. Ensures team members 
understand and agree on the overall purpose/mandate of the team and are active in 
developing visíon and dírection for the future. Makes certain that individual team members 
are clear about their roles and responsibilities. Helps team develop a work plan and monitor 
the quality and progress of team activities against this work plan. Helps the team build and 
sustain a sensa of mutual accountability tor results. Helps make meetings work; optimizes 
participation while getting job done without wasting time. Helps team see how their results 
connect to the larger CIAT goals and objectives. Makes sure team values the importance of 
not only what they are trying to achieve, but also how they are working together to achieve 
resulís. Encourages systematic leaming within the team on how to work together 
effectively. 

1. Crealing a commonly-underslood and 
agreed-upon project leam 
purpose/mandate and work agenda. 

9. Making certain Ihat individual team 
members are clear and in agreement 
with their roles and responsibilities. 

17. Helping set team and individual 
performance goals or outputs. 

25. Holding team and yourself mutually 
accountable for performance. 

33. Helping team monitor the quality and 
progress of team's work against the 
workplans. 

41. Helping Ihe team define and agree on 
norms tor how team members will 
work together lo accomplish goal5. 

49. Creating the environment tor 
systematic leaming within the team on 
how to work together effectively. 
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Aligning People 
Works with others to create a vision and set direction for the future. Communicates this 
vision and direction to those whose cooperation is needed to aohieve results. Provides on
going help in focusíng attention on strategy and goals. Encourages particípation of others 
and listens attentively to understand their perspectives. Articulates views, beliefs and values 
in compelling ways that engender support. Negotiates different poínts of view to reach 
mutually acceptable agreements. Demonstrates appropriate level of persistence in 
persuading and influencing others. Creates an environment where people feel empowered 
and committed to CIAT and project team goals and strategy. 

2. Working with others to creale vision 
and direction for Ihe project. 

10. Building allianees with others (both 
CIAT staff and appropriate 
beneficiaries and partners) lo get 
work resulls. 

18. Carrying out planning proeesses so 
that others are committed lo 
implementing the plans. 

26. Listening attentively lo undersland the 
perspectivas of others. 

34. Articulating your views, beliefs, and 
values in compelling ways thal 
engendersupport .. 

42. Negolialing differenl points of view lo 
reach mulually acceptable 
agreemenls. 

50. Eslablishing collegial working 
relationships with individuals across 
the entire organization. 

Training Resources Group, Inc 
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Motivating and Inspiring 
Understands that the organization is "grieving" over recent losses, listens and expresses 
empathy; however, is able to demonstrate a positive attitude and keep people moving in the 
right direction despite resourre constraints, downsizing, and uncertainty. Within this 
environment works with team lo create a commonly-shared vision and direction. Speaks 
about the value of the work the Center is doing and the significant contribution the team and 
individual team members are making. Focuses the team on getting work accomplished and 
celebrates and encourages this achievement. Demonstrates faimess and transparency in 
dealing with others and insista that team members do Ihe same . 

3. Working collaboratively to establish a 
vision and work agenda that inspires 
staff commitment. 

11. Demonstrating a positive attitude and 
keeping people moving in the right 
direction despite resource constraints 
and uncertainty. 

19. Building confidence, ski lis, and self 
esteem of team members to function 
productively within a new CIAT reality. 

27. Demonstrating enthusiasm by taking 
actions which convey a high level of 
energy and determination over time in 
order to accomplish results. 

35. Acknowledging and showing 
appreciation for others' contributions 
and accomplishments. 

43. Demonstrating faimess and 
transparency in dealing with others. 

51. Helping leam members focus on the 
value of the work they are doing so 
they can gain energy and sense of 
accomplishment from their work. 

Training Resources Group, Inc 
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Problem Analysis and Decision Making 
Monitors, helps team monitor, work progress against the agreed-upon outputs or work plan, 
recognizes emerging problems and/or deviations from work plan, marshals appropriate 
people and resources to address difficulties and explore potential solutions. Due to the 
interconnectedness of CIA T project teams (multitasking of staff), takes a systemic approach 
when analyzing problems, involves other people appropriately, asks questions about broader 
implications. Exhibits skíll in synthesizing information and developing options trom which to 
make decisions. Involves team members appropriately in decisions - listens, consults, and 
either makes decisions or sees that decisions are made in a timely manner. Responds to 
both successes and mistakes as leaming opportunities to increase skill in analysis and Mure 
decision making. 

8eif .1< l .•.. ·· .• • .•••• · •• · .•.•.• ·· :.:< 
•••••••••••••• 

' ................... " 
.' ....... " , 

4. Looking for and recognizing emerging 
problems before Ihey become 
insurmountable. 

12. Crealing ways for the team lo work 
togelher to identify and resolve 
problems hindering leam 
performance. 

20. Asking questions and stimulating 
discussions lo fosler greater 
understanding and analysis of !he 
problem. 

28. Getting appropriate people lo develop 
and evaluale altemative solutions. 

36. Helping decide which problems are 
most important to solve lo reach 
agread upon outcomes. 

44. Gelling appropriate input and then 
deciding or seeing Ihal decisions are 
made in a limely manner. 

52. Helping leam members reflect on 
work processes in order lo leam from 
mistakes and maximize successes. 
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Demonstrating Interpersonal Competence 
Understands that interpersonal competence is critical tor success in team-based 
organizations. Works to develop productive relations with team members, other CIAT staff, 
beneficiaries, donors, and partners based on trust, support, and mutual respecto Mobilizes 
the fuI! participation of people of diverse backgrounds disciplines, and perspectives. Able to 
give and receive feedback both positive and corrective. Listens to others and considers their 
thoughts and feelings. Able to express own points of view without dominating other team 
members, is flexible and open to different approaches. Abre to express hislher own 
emotions productively. Demonstrates a commitment to working collaboratively to resolve 
conflicts, confronts areas of disagreement openly, and finds win-win solutions whenever 
possible. Able to use humor to add a sense of enjoyment to working relationships. 

5. Identlfying and resolving confUcts 
among team members or across 
leams. 

13. Responding to criticism wilhout getting 
defensive. 

21. Trealing others fairly. 

29. Expressing yourself without irritating 
others. 

37. Giving timely and specffic feedback, 
positive or corrective, when 
appropríate. 

45. Willing to give and take; don't have to 
hava your own way all the time. 

53. Mobilizing the fun participation of 
people of diverse backgrounds, 
disciplines, and perspectives 
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Accountability 
Understands and is committed to building a team environment of mutual accountability. 
Helps team define structure, gain agreement on tasks to be done, create work plans, and set 
performance standards so that all staff know what is expected of them. Delivers on híslher 
own promises and commitments and expects others to do the same. Offers help to others 
when they are experiencing problems. Takes responsibility when things go wrong. Gives 
clear and direct feedback when others have not delivered on their promises and 
commitments. 

.Sel' '. 
••••••••••••••••••• 

'. '/ •. .>\ ..•. .) 1>;. • • I ........... . 

6. Helping lo define clear team member 
, 

roles and responsibilities so each 
leam member knows hislher area of 
responsibility . 

14. Collaborating with others to se! 
standards of expected performance 
and time frames. 

22. Gaining agreement on tasks to be 
done and steps to be taken. 

30. Delivering on promises and 
commitments. 

38. Motivating others to deliver on 
promises and commitments and 
findíng constructive ways to address 
the issue when they do not. 

46. Offering help to others when they are 
experiencing problems. 

54. Taking responsibility when things go 
wrong and no! blaming others. 
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External Relations 
Takes initiative to represent Ihe leam lo Ihe extemal world. Finds ways to authentically speak of 
current CIAT operations in positive ways. Develops productive relalionships with beneficiaries, 
partners, and donors - seeks their opinions and feedback. Works with team to develop an outreach 
approach or strategy that effectively presenls project purpose, accomplishments, and value-added. 
Able to articulale Ihis - "tell the project's slory" - in interesling and compelling ways. Energetic about 
finding resources. Represents Ihe leam effectively within the Center, including other project teams 
and the senior management team. 

7. Actively developing productive 
relalionships wilh donors, partners, 
and beneficiaries, seeking their 
opinions and feedback. 

15. Working with team members lo 
develop oulreach approach or 
strategy that ensures the leam 
PUrpOSe' accomplishmenls, and value 
added are communicated lo 
appropriate intemal and extemal 
constituents. 

23. Articulating !he team's work lo others 
in interesting and compelling ways -
creative and energetic about finding 
opportunities to tel! the team's story. 

31. Working with and using all available 
CIAT resources to be certain the leam 
is being innovalive in communicating 
the positive messages about its work. 

39. Energetic and innovalive about finding 
resources, inciuding funding. 

47. Represenling Ihe team's best 
interes!s lo !he senior management 
leam and communicating senior 
management position and reactions lo 
Ihe project leam. 

55. Representing the leam's best 
interests to other project leams within 
CIA T and working with them in 
collaborative and synergistic ways. 
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Communicating 
Recognizes Ihal aecass lo needed informalion enables leam members lo do lheir work more 
productively. Supports pattems of communication !ha! emphasizes partieipation, lrust, and 
openness. Creates a elimale where informalion Is shared widely and in a timely way, and where 
people feel free lo slale views which are differenl from eaeh others'. Effectively faeilitales information 
sharing forums ineluding slaff meetings, one-on-one meetings, and written communicalion. Buílds 
networks of people who are eager to share information. Practicas good individual communication 
skills, partieularly by demonslraling an ability lo ask questions which involve people and by actively 
listening. 

8. Communicating lo others a elear 
vision and direction for the project. 

16. Creating a work environment where 
people trust eaeh other and share 
intormation openly. 

24. Ensuring that team members are 
informed of all information relevant to 
theirwork. 

32. Regularly taking lime to seek out and 
lisien lo olhers' ideas, reactions and 
opinions. 

40. Creating an almosphere where 
people feel free lo slale views whieh 
are differenl from yours. 

48. Eneouraging participalion by asking 
goOO questions and listening more 
than talking. 

56. Conducting meetings where 
participants fee! tha! their ideas are 
being considerad. 
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Effective Facilitation Skills 

Effective listening skills are basic facilitation skills required of allleaders and 
managers. 

Effective listening skills include the following: 

Paraphrasing - The listener, using his/her own words, reflects what the speaker is saving 
and how the speaker is feeling. The purpose of paraphrasing is to determine if the listener 
understands what the speaker is trying to get across, and also, the affective (emotional) 
aspect of what is being shared. This gives the speaker the opportunity to acknowledge the 
listener's understanding, or to correct it. This skill is extremely useful when clarifying and 
understanding a problem or situation. 

Questioning - The listener asks open-ended, clarifying and, occasionally, closed questions 
to expand both the listener's and the speaker's understanding of the situation. Open-ended 
questions usually begin with ''what; "how; ''when; ''where,'' and are posed in a way in which 
the speaker cannot answer ''yes'' or "no," but must expand the base of information. 
Clarifying questions are posed in order for the listener to become more elear about the 
situation and often begin with ''which: "why," "do you mean to sayo .. ; etc. Closed questions 
can be answered with a Oyes" or "no" and are asked to get specific information. 

Encouraging - The listener, through facial expressions, bOdy language. and comments, 
encourages the speaker to say more about the situation. When encouraging another to 
speak, the listener should be aware of behaviors which are actually encouraging to the 
other, as well as those which may be discouraging. 

Summarizing - The listener, when appropriate during the course of the conversation, 
identifres and verbalizes the key elements or details of the conversatlon up to that point. 
The purpose of summarizing is to end one phase of the conversation and either terminate or 
move on to the next phase. Summarizing Is valuable in controlling the pace and amount of 
time spent listening and conversing. 
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Suggested Open-Ended Questions - Clarifying 
And Exploring 

1. 
• 
• 
• 

2. 

3. 

• 

• 

4. 
• 
• 

• 

5. 
• 
• 

• 

6. 
• 
• 

• 

7, 
• 
• 

Background 
What led up 10 ? 
Whal haye you lried so tar? 
Can yoo remember how it happened? 
What do you make of ¡t all? 

Identlflcatlon of Problema 
Whal seems lo be Ihe trouble? 
Whal seems lo be Ihe maln obstacle? 
What worries you Ihe mosl aboul __ _ 
? 
What do you consider Ihe mest 
troublesorne par!? 

Example 
Can you give an example? 
For ¡nstanca? 
Likewha!? 
Will you give me an iIluslration? 

Descrlptlon 
Whalwas il like? 
Tell me aboul il. 
Whalhappened? 
Can you describe it in your own words? 

Appralsal 
How do you feel about it? 
How does it lcok lo you? 
What do you make of it all? 
What do VOO Ihlnk is best? 

Clarlflcatlon 
What if Ihis doesn'l make sense lo you? 
What seems lo confuse vou? 
Can vou explain what you mean by __ ? 
What do vou make of it all? 

Altematlves 
What are Ihe possibilities? 
If vou had your choice whal would you 
do? 
What are the possible solulions? 
What if you do and what if you don'!? 

8. Exploratlon 
• How about going into Iha! a líttle deeper? 
• Are Ihere any olher anglas you can Ihink 

of? 
What were your reactions lo Ihese Ihings? 

9. Extension 
• Can you tell rne more about i!? 

Anylhlng else? 
• 15 Ihere anylhlng more you would like lo 

discus5? 
• Whal olher Ideas do you have about it? 

10. Plannlng 
• How could you improve Ihe siluatlon? 
• What do you plan lo do about i!? 

Whal could YOu do In a case like this? 
• What plans will you need lo make? 

11. Predictlona and Outcomes 
• How do you suppose it will all work ou!? 
• Where will Ihls lead? 
• Whal if you do - or what if you don'!? 

Whal are Ihe chancas of success? 

12. Reasona 
Why do you suppose yoo feellhís way? 

• How do you account for Ihis? 
• What reasons haye you come up wilh? 

What Is Ihe logical solution lo Ihis? 

13. Failures, Preparatlon for 
What if it doesn'! work out Ihe way yoo 
wish? 

• What if Ihat doesn't work? 
• And if Ihal tails, what will you do? 
• Whal are sorne altemate pian s? 

14. Relatlon 
• How does Ihls lit in wilh your plans? 
• How does Ihis affect your work? 
• How does this stack up with your picture of 

yourself? 
How do Ihe two plans relate? 

15. Eyaluation 
• 15 this good or bad or in-belween? 

Accordlng lo your own standards, how 
does il lcok? 
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Feedback 

Feedback la glving aomeone information about their behavior and ita impact 
on you - both positive and corrective. 

Describe the actlon/behavlor - what the person dld (I.e., "When you Ignored my 
'd ") lea ... 

Explain the Impact It had on you - how you felt (I.e., "1 felt excluded ..... ) 

Tell the resultlconsequence of behavlor and its Impact (Le., .. \ am hesltant to 
share my ideas and thoughts. ") 
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How to Use Feedback to Improve 
Peñormance and Enhance Motivationa 

by James A. McCaffery 

"You know, you have lo take Ihe bones wilh Ihe gravy," said Ihe manager. 

"Ah, I'm nol sure ... ah ... Ihe banes with the gravy?" stammered Ihe assistant in Ihis simulated 
feedback situation, during a management training workshop. 

·Oh yes,· said Ihe managerwilh finality, "You jusI have lo take Ihe banes wilh Ihe gravy." 

The assistant, wi/h furrowed brow and puzzled look, said "Ah, okay .• 

The scene aboye is from a management training workshop facilitated by the author. At 
first, when asked what the feedback meant, workshop partícipants watching the role play 
said that if this were a real situation, the "assistanf' would have "gotten the message." 
When pressed, however, they couldn't define the meaning of the feedback and decided 
that maybe it wasn't that effective after all. The "assistant" admitted he had no idea what 
action to take as a result of the conversation. 

Although the words were interesting because of their somewhat mystical tone, the ''feed
back" had IMle practical value. Our experience working with managers in our workshops 
and in their workplace suggests that this is not an unusual situation. We find managers 
are often not very effective at telling their people on a continuing basis how well or poorly 
they are doing, 

This paucity of effective feedback has serious negative resuHs. People often don't know 
how others in their organization regard their work, People unknowingly perform their 
tasks in ways that colleagues regard as "bad," 8taff deveJopment suffers, positive 
performance and negative habits are not identified, and the motivational power of positive 
feedback is lost. 

When feedback is provided, it's often done under stress, in a crisis, or after a mistake, 
and sometimes delivered in abrasive and less than helpful ways. In a worst case 
scenario, an employee is demoted or even fired for something that no one has ever 
seriously discussed. And slhe quite legitimately asks, "VI/hy wasn't I ever told this before." 
These are important resuHs that affect every comer of organizationallife, They seriously 
inhibit production, and they haya a powerful- if sometimes indirect - impact on morale 
and turnover. 

2 Copyright 1992 by Tralning Resournes Group, Ine. AlI rigot. reserve<!. Reproduction by .ny mean5 lo prohlbited wIIhout _en 

permisslon of lile author. Revise<! Deoember 1994. TIla "giving feedback" guldelines _ adapted from sorne 01 lIlose published 
by Natlon.1 Tralning lab many yea" a90. Because tha original NTt feedback guidellnes were daveloped for use in personal 
growlh groups o, In other non-organízation.1 •• ttlnga, some changes and addHion. were made so lhey lit org.nlzaUona' contexto. 
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Defining Feedback 

Before looking in depth at feedback as a management tool, we need to be clear about the 
way we use the term feedback in this article. Feedback means letting someone know 
on a timely and ongolng basls how they are performlng, and it ineludes both positive 
and corrective observations. This feedback is meant to be given independent of any 
formal performance review process. 

A manager who limits feedback to performance appraisal time is seriously under-utilizing 
this management tool. The premise of this article is that managers should be skilltul 
enough to make feedback a normal, natural, non-threatening part of everyday 
organizationallife. And the climate should be such that the feedback isn't just between 
managers and subordinates, but between peers on a work team, or between people who 
must work together even though they work for different divisions. 

Feedback MM An Unnatural Act 

When managers are asked about the lack oí feedback effectiveness, they provide certain 
typical responses: there's not enough time to do it right; the organization's culture doesn't 
support people using feedback as a management tool; good people know how they're 
doing, they don't need to be told by others; and positive feedback ''will be seen as 
insincere. " 

Comments like these are interesting, but they don't fully explain why many managers 
choose not to give feedback. We think there are two general reasons tor this tendency. 
First, giving feedback is almost an unnatural act and, related closely to the first, most 
people lack the skills to give feedback effectively. 

Feedback is unnatural because (at least in the U.S.) our culture teaches us some rather 
ineffective ways to give feedback. When people don't perform up to our expectations, we 
leam to either yell at them or scold them, or we leam to suffer in silence and complain 
behind their backs to others. When someone does something good, we often don't tell 
them because "they might get a big head," or because it would embarrass them. These 
cultural patterns, learned in childhood, stick with us as adults, and form the basis tor 
ineffective feedback patterns in organizations. 

As a corollary to this "unnaturalness," most people don't have the skills to give feedback 
to others effectively. Effective feedback skílls aren't leamed in college or business 
school, and although many management training events include some feedback training, 
it appears to be insufficient to change behavior. . 

Ifs also clear that most people aren't good at receiving feedback. They'lI get defensive 
and try to "explain away" their behavior by stating the reasons behind their actions; they 
don't listen well; or they attack the messenger. AII of these responses are likely to result 
in the giver being less willing to give them feedback in the future. 
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This situation can be changed by modifying the company's cultural climate around 
feedback. We have adapted and developed some guidelines for giving and receMng 
feedback which are simple and practical, and what's more, they work. 

Guidelines For Gíving Feedback 

1. Make speciflc stataments; support general stataments with speciflc 
examples. 

Precise and specífic statements are valuable to the receiver for both positive 
behavior ("Exactly what did I do right?" or ''What should I be sure to continue 
doing?") and negative behavior (''What precisely should I change?"). To be told 
that "you did well on that project" may be satisfying to both partíes, but it's not 
nearly as effective as saving ''you came in on time and under budget on that 
project." The latter ctearly describes exactly what the feedback giver sees as 
positive in the receiver's performance. To be told that ''you dominate meetings" 
won't be useful unless it's followed up by specifics: "For example, in yesterday's 
meeting, you talked so much I stopped listening; you may have said some goOO 
things toward Ihe end, but I didn't hear them." 

2. Use descriptlve rather than judgmentallanguage. 

By avoiding judgmentallanguage, you reduce the need for a defensive response. 
For example, regardless of merit, saving that some aelion was "terrible" or "slupid" 
or "utterly inappropriate" generally evokes anger, return accusations or passive
aggressive behavior in the listener. The feedback message rarely gets through this 
kind of verbal clutter. 

On the other hand, describing the impact of the receiver's behavior on the perfor
mance of another makes it easier for the receiver to understand the meanlng and 
importance of the feedback. Also, it tends to focus the discussion on behavior and 
not personal characteristics. 

People are more open lo listening about the results of their behavior than 
they are about the worth of their persono An example is the following: ''When 
you get angry and use abrasive language, I'm afraid lo tel! you the truth - so I just 
tell you what I think you want lo hear." In this example, the results of the person's 
behavior are made clear. 

3. Be dlrect, elear and to the polnt 

No matter how well motivated one mlght be, certaln actions ("beating around the 
bush," using lots of modlfiers, talkíng in general terms in hopes that the person will 
"get the message") create misunderstanding and díscornfort. The objective ís to 
communícate directly, not leave someone guessíng. 
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4. Direct feedback toward behavior that the receiver can control. 

Frustration is only increased when a person is reminded of shortcomings over which 
s/he has no control. 

5. Encourage others to solicit feedback, rather than imposing it on them. 

Feedback is mest useful when the receiver has asked for it. If someone's 
performance is having a negative impact, others are responsible for providing that 
persan with feedback. The ideal is for the organization to create an environment in 
which people feel comfortable soliciting feedback - since that clearly increases its 
effectiveness. 

6. Consider the t1ming of feedback. 

In general, feedback is most useful when communicated at the earliest opportunity 
after the given behavior (depending, of course, on the person's readiness to hear 
it, the support available from others, etc.). We are talking here about reasonable 
time periods - the same day, a day later, within a week, maybe even within a 
month. 

However, when it goes longer than a month, people generally end up arguing about 
history, about what really happened. Moreover, badly- timed feedback also lends 
itself to the comment, ''Well, if that was so important, then why did you wait all this 
time to tell me?" 

Feedback that's given in small pieces, in a timely manner, is much easier and more 
effective than saving things up tor the "right time." The more natural and ongoin9 
the process, the better it will be for all. 

7. Make aure feedback takea Into account the needs of both the receiver and 
giver. 

Feedback can be destructive when it serves only one's own needs and fails to 
consider the needs of the person on the receiving end. This is especially true when 
the giver is angry and wants to "unload" on the receiver. There may be a certain 
psychological satisfactlon for one of the parties in this instance, but it generally 
resuHs in ineffective feedback and a strained relationship. 

8. Make sure feedback Is well planned. 

It takes time to plan for a feedback conference. What to say, in what order, how 
much - all these need careful thought. If, however, feedback is given on a more 
regular basis, then feedback conferences will grow to be much easier. 
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Helping Others Give You Feedback 

Feedback: from another person is important information about how your actions are 
affecting others. Even if you disagree with the feedback, it's important to hear it clearly 
and understand it. 

Feedback tells you how another person sees your actions and gives you the choice of 
trying to change behavior. People act on their perceptions of your actions; you may be 
coming across in unintended ways and not know it - there is probably nothing worse 
than being ineffective in ways that are clear to others but not clear or apparent to you. 
Feedback: gives you information about your impact on others. Such knowledge is 
invaluable for individual performance in organizations. People who are interested in 
enhancing their performance should do everything possible to make it easier for others 
to give them feedback:. 

Getting the feedback is sometimes difficult; it's especially difficult if you are trying to gel 
feedback: from a subordinate. The following guidelines make it easier for others to give 
you useful feedback. Keep in mind that these guidelines are meant to be used for both 
positive and negative feedback. Ifs often as hard (or harder) for people to hear positive 
feedback as it is for them to hear negative feedback:. 

Guldelines for Receivlng Feedback: 

1. Solicit feedback in clear and specific areas. 

It's always easjer to give feedback if one is asked. It's made even easier when a 
specific question is asked - "Could you let me know what you think of my current 
speed and quality of tuming out widgets?" 

2. Make it a point to understand the feedback; paraphrase major points; ask 
clarifying questions. 

Active listening helps insure that real understanding has happened. Ask clarifying 
questions in order lo understand the feedback. Doing so helps the giver know that 
you are indeed interested and trying hard to understand. 
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3. Help the giver use the criteria for glvlng useful feedback. 

For example, if the feedback is too general, ask "Could you give me a specific 
example of what you mean?" 

4. Avoid making It more dlfticult for the glver of feedback than It already Is. 

Reading defensively or angrily, or arguíng with negative feedback, or saving, "Oh it 
was nothing, anyone could have done as weJl," in response to positive feedback are 
all ways of turning off the feedback spigot. 

5. Don't give explanations. 

This particular guideline is perhaps the most important, yet it's the one that most 
people have trouble with. It's natural to want an explanation for the immediate 
feedback you're receMng. Unfortunately, in almost all cases, explanations can seem 
defensive and oftan end up in an argument. As a result, the giver backs off, thinking, 
"Hey, this Is simply not worth the trouble," and is discouraged from giving effedive 
feedback in the future. The giver isn't discouraged from seeing negative behavior or 
assessing your performance; the person simply becomes unwilling to provide the 
feedback. Focus instead on understanding the behavior and its impact. 

6. Show appreciation for the person's effort lo give you !eedback. 

Saying "thank you" or "I'm grateful for the effort you took to tell me" is a clear message 
that you appreciate receiving feedback, whether or not agreement is reached. This 
action invites feedback in the future. In some ways, feedback Is like a gift, because 
one has to care enough to give it; if the signals are wrong, one simply will not give the 
"gift." 

7. In response lo key points in the feedback, you should say what you intend to 
do as a result 

A response may be "Thanks, I need to think about it" or "Let me check it out with 
others" or ''That makes sense, ,'11 try in the future to..... If you just listen - even 
politely - and walk away. it may give a message that you don'! take what the giver 
said very seriously (of course. that may be the case in some instances!). 

8. Remember that feedback la one person's perceptions of another's actions, not 
universal truth. 

Keeping this in mind helps one be less defensive about feedback. Check it out with 
others to determine the presence of patterns of behavior. If two or three people 
provide similar feedback, there may be a pattern refleded which needs to be 
considered. 
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These guidelines fur giving and receiving feedback work. If all people in a particular work 
setting understand and use the guidelines, the feedback will be extremely useful and 
become an integral part of everyday activíties. The more people who are skilled in giving 
feedback the better. This, of course, is why we recommend that the guidelines be 
"installed" on a system-wide basis. If, however, even one person in a feedback situation 
uses the guidelines, the effectiveness of the feedback will still be very high. 

It's vital for general managers to understand that increasing the level of feedback skills 
within organizations enhances performance and produces better results. We aren't 
stressing the importance of feedback because irs "nice to do," or because it will make the 
workplace more humane - although it may indeed have those effects. Gettlng people 
to talk routlnely about peñormance in a more acceptable, clear and precise way 
simply ¡ncreases work output 

If people leam how they are doing from different sources (including themselves), they will 
work to corroo their deficiencies and capitalize on their strengths. Everyone will reduce 
the amount of unproductive time they spend complaining to others about the performance 
of a third party. Individuals will feel that managers value high-quality performance and 
communicate about it in ways that give everyone a chance to perform at their optimum 
levels. Everyone wins. 

This, of course, sounds easier than it is. Practically speaking, how can you as a manager 
increase feedback skills within your office? 

Making Feedback a More Effective Tool in Your Organization 

There are several specific actions that you can take: 

• 

• 

You can publish the feedback guidelines throughout your organization or office at 
alllevels so that everyone is aware of the "rules of the game." This will also indicate 
that feedback is a two-way process, and that everybody bears responsibility for the 
success or failure of the feedback process. It establishes standards for everyday 
talk about performance to which all have access. 

You can run (or arrange for) focused training sessions so people can get practice 
at both giving and receiving feedback. Everyone should be included in the sessions. 
They can be short (2 or 3 hours) and be totally skill-focused. A trainer or skilled 
manager can explain the guidelines and perhaps model an effective feedback 
conversation. Then, people can be divided into groups ofthree to practice giving 
and receiving feedback given typical situations that might exist in your work contexto 
The third person is an observer, and gives feedback about how well the guidelines 
are followed. 
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• Once everyone is reasonably elear about the guidelines, you should then reintorce 
the act of giving feedback. People should be encouraged to try, even if they feel 
they will not get it "exactly right." After ail, if the feedback process isn't exactly 
correct, the receiver can ask questions which will get the conversation back on 
target. 

• If you're a manager, you're very visible. You can serve as a role model for using 
feedback effactively by showing you understand and use the guidelines. 

• Take some time to give unsolicited, "no-strings-attached," clear, specific, positive 
feedback. This will have a powerful impact on people. It will also help set a elear 
and well-listened to example of how to give feedback. 

• In terms of receiving feedback, you can make a visible contribution by aSking for it, 
and expressing appreciation when it's received. 

Each one of these suggestions for action is seemingly small; yet they will create 
incremental - but significant - change. This will have the effect of changing the norms 
about feedback in your organization. Since everybody "knows the rules," they can help 
one another be effective with feedback. 

This will make feedback more a part of everyday lite. As was mentioned earlier, the 
impact of feedback is optimized when it is a normal, routine part of the work environment. 
If ifs rarely given, or only given at performance appraisal time, feedback becomes 
strained and imbued with a sense of trauma which makes it almost impossible to do well. 
When given in small, "chewable chunks" in a timely fashion, it's much easier to do and 
much more effactive. 

Motivating Power of Authentic Positive Feedback 

There is one aspect of feedback that deserves a special note. Positive feedback by 
itself, when authentic, is a superb tool to motívate people. And ít's a tool that is grossly 
under-used. People don't previde sufficient positive feedback; it's often used to soften 
the blow of negative feedback, as a way to pave the way for the "bad news." 
Organizational lite has conditioned us to see positive feedback that way. Yet, when 
no-strings-attached positive feedback is given, the results are ímmediately clear. 

There's much that goes on every day that's positive. We all should make it a point to 
give one or two people some positive feedback each day - without any negative 
feedback attached to it. That's not to say we should ignore the negative; rather it's to 
point out that a great number of positive things often get no verbal notice. 

In an age when we're trying to locate the maglc formula for motivation, the power that 
communicating positive feedback has for motivating people is manitest. Ifs simple to do, 
and it doesn't cost anything. It's a waste not to use it. 
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Team 

Teams· 

A small number of people with 
complementary skills who are committed to a 
common purpose, goals. and approach tor 
which they hold themselves mutually 
accountable. 

Expanding on each part of the team definition ••... 

• •.. small number of people - Most successful teams are small in size ... between two 
and twenty but mostly centering at six to ten. 

• •.. complementary skllls - Teams must have or develop the right mix of skills, and 
they ¡nelude the following categoríes: 

• teehnícal or funetional expertise 

• problem-solving and decision-making skills 

• interpersonal skills 

• ... committed to a common purpose, goals and approtlch - Teams must be 
committed to a eommon purpose and appropriate 90als 

• a common, meaningful purpose sets the tone and helps develop and maintain 
aspirations. 

• speeífic goals are an integral part of the purpose ... this means transformíng 
broad directives into specifie and measurable goal8. The specificity ofthe goal8 
facilitates clear communicatíon about team direction. Goals should allow small 
win8 which are ínvaluable to building commitment. 

• defining the team work product that i8 different from both an organization-wide 
mission and the summation of individual job objectives. Team woif< products 
require roughly equivalent contributions trom all the people on the team. 

4 AdapteId frtIm J. KaI:zenbach and D. SmlttL Tht 'h'!!tdqm qf Im{ 
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• in terms of common approach, teams must agree on who will do particular 
jobs, how schedules will be set and adhered to, what skills need to be added 
or developed, how the team will make decisions, how new members will be 
added, how and when moditication of approach to the job will take place, and 
so on. Agreeing on an approach to the specitics ofthe work, how it all tits, and 
how people are integrated líes at the heart of building a common approach. 

• . •. hold themselves mutually accountable - At its core, team accountability is 
about the sincere promises we make to ourselves and others, promises that 
underpin two critical aspects of teams: commitment and trust. These tend to grow 
as a natural counterpart to the development of team purpose, performance goals, 
and approach. When people do real work together toward a common objective, 
trust and commitment follow. 
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Characteristics of Effective Teams 

A team is a smaU number of individuals with complementary skills who are committed 
to a common purpose. performance goals. and approach tor which they hold 
themselves mutually accountable. Effective teams tend to have the following 
characteristics: 

l. Clear, eommonly-agreed upon, and meaningful purpose. 

There is a clear understanding and agreement among team members about why this 
team exists and what it is expected to accomplish. This purpose and mandate is 
also understood throughout the rest of the organization. 

2. Roles and responsibilities of team members, ineludlng the team leader or 
manager are elear. 

The team has taken the time to sort out the roles and responsibilities of each team 
member - understanding and taking into account other work assignments or teams 
on which individuals might also be working. They have discussed the role of the 
team manager/leader and agreed on the leadership approach that will work best for 
the team. The leader or manager carries out this role as the team has defined it. 

3. Speeiflc performance goals and work plan or approach lo aeeomplishing these 
g08ls. 

The team has developed specific goals - products or services that it is responsible 
for producing. There is an agreed-upon approach to completing this work and a 
work plan for doing so. 

4. Formal or informal agresment on how the team will work together. 

Team members have worked out how they will share information and keep one 
another informed; how they will resolve conflicts; how they will handle performance 
problems; when and how often they will have meetings, etc. When there are 
"issues" between team members. it gets addressed and dealt with. and the team 
moves on. Team members seem to accept one another's strengths and 
weaknesses and there is not much talking or complaining behind one another's 
backs. 

5. Team has or can aecess the rlght mix of skills and knowledge to do their work. 

Team members possess the technical skills to do their work or know how to access 
this either ¡nside or outside the organization. The team has effective problem 
solving skills and interpersonal skills. 
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6. Appropriate participation In decialon making. 

There Is an appropriate level of team member participation in decision maklng - not 
so much that declsions take too long to make but enough so there is sufficlent team 
member input to Insure the quality of decisions and the commitment of team 
members to implementing the decision that is made. Team members tend to be 
very supportlve of declsions that were made by others on the team; however, they 
are quick to voice thelr oplnlon Ifthey feel a serious error is belng made. 

7. Team leadership/management la more facllitative than It la dlrective. 

Team leaders focus on providing leadership that helps the team get its work done 
rather than directlng or monitoring individual team member performance. Examples 
of this are: worklng to remove obstacles that block getting the work done, getting 
resources needed, resolving priority conflicts with other teams, coaching or tralning 
team members, helping solve problems, and doing real work. 

8. Team la concemed with both task accomplishment and how team works 
together. 

Team members know that in order for the work to get done over the long run, that 
the team must work well together. Team Is conscious of both how it is doing the 
work and how team members are working together. There is a concem tor both 
team accomplishment and individual accomplishment. 

9. Poweñul sense of mutual accountability. 

There Is a well-developed sense of mutuality - team members know that tor the team 
to succeed everyone has to succeed. Team members are quick to help one another 
if someone has problems. At the same time the team does not tolerate poor 
performance or individuals who don't carry their share of the load. 

10.Team has fun dolng thelr work. 

There is a sense of enjoyment and fulfillment coming trom being a part of a team. 
Team members enjoy and have fun with one another. This creates energy and 
motivation that is important tor sustained high performance. 
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Building and Maintaining Effective Teams· 

Please consider these six basic elements of teams when you assess your group's 
current situation: 

1. Are you small enough in number? 

2. Do you have adequate levels of complementary skills and skill potential in all three 
categoríes necessary for team performance? 

3. Do you have a broader, meaningful purpose that all members aspire to? 

4. Do you have a specific set of performance goals agreed upon by all? 

5. 15 the wOrking approach clearly understood and commonly agreed upon? 

6. Do you hold yourselves individually and mutualiy accountable for the group's 
results? 

While these questions are relatively straightforward, it is probably worthwhile to probe 
each one further to obtain practical and actionable insights for improvement. 
Specifically: 

1. Small enough in number: 

a. Can you convene easily and frequently? 
b. Can you communicate with all members easily and frequently? 
c. Are your discussions open and interactive for all members? 
d. Does each member understand the others' roles and skills? 
e. Do you need more people to achieve your ends? 
f. Are sub-teams possible or necessary? 

2. Adequate levels of complementary skills: 

a. Are all three categorías of skills either actually or potentially represented 
across the membership (functionalltechnical, problem-solving/decision
making, and interpersonal)? 

b. Are any skill areas that are crítical to team performance missing or under
represented? 

c. Are the members, individualiy and collectively, willing to spend the time to help 
themselves and others leam and develop skills? 

d. Can you introduce new or supplemental skills as nseded? 

'Adapted from J. Katzenbach and D. Smith, lbe Wjsdom oC Tearos, 
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3. Truly meaningful purpose: 

a. Does jt constitute a broader, deeper aspiration than just near-term goals? 
b. Is it a team purpose as opposed to a broader organizational purpose or just 

one individual's purpose (e.g., the leader's)? 
c. Do all members understand and articulate it the same way? And do they do 

so without relying on ambiguous abstractions? 
d. Do members define it vjgorously in discussions with outsiders? 
e. Do members frequently refer to jt and explore its implications? 
f. Does it contain themes that are particularly meaningful and memorable? 
g. Do members feel jt is important, if not exciting? 

4. Specific goal or goals: 

a. Are they team goals versus broader organizational goals or just one 
individuals' goals (e.g., the leader's)? 

b. Are they clear, simple, and measurable? If not measurable, can their 
achjevement be determinad? 

c. Are they realistic as well as ambitious? Do they allow small wins along the 
way? 

d. Do they call for a concrete set of team work-products? 
e. Is their relative importance and priority elear to all members? 
f. Do members agree with the goals, their relative importance, and the way in 

which their achievement will be measured? 
g. Do all members articulate the goals in the same way? 

5. Clear working approach: 

a. Is the approach concrete, clear and really understood and agreed to by 
everybody? Will it result in achievement of the objectives? 

b. Will it capitalize on and enhance the skills of all members? Is it consistent wíth 
other demands on the members? 

c. Ooes ít require all members to contribute reasonably equivalent amounts of 
realwork? 

d. Ooes it provide for open interaction, fact-based problem solving, and results-
basad evaluation? 

e. Do all members articulate the approach in the same way? 
f. Ooes it provide for modffication and improvement over time? 
g. Are fresh input and perspectives systemically sought and added, for example, 

through information and analysjs, new members, and senior sponsors? 
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6. Sense of mutual accountabillty: 

a. Are you individually and jointly accountable for the team's purpose, goals, 
approach and work products? 

b. Can you and do you measure progress against speciñc goals? 
c. Do all members feel responsible for all measures? 
d. How well do the members keep their "promises" to each other in terms of 

doing what they say they will do? 
•• Is there a sense that "only the team can fail?" 

Answering the preceding questions can establish the degree to which your group 
functions as a real team, as well as help pinpoint how you can strengthen your efforts to 
in crease performance. They set tough standards, and answering them candidly may 
reveal a harder challenge than you may have expected. At the same time, facing up to 
the answers can aocelerate your progress in achieving the full potential of your team. 
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The Team Peñormance Curve 
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Getting Teams Started on the "Right Foot" 

There are many questions that need to be addressed as a team forms itself and begins 
its operations - What is our purpose? What are we supposed to do? Who will do what? 
What is my role? How will we work together? What do we mean by mutual 
accountability? The list goes on. TRG believes that teams will be more successful jf 
they address these issues as they form themselves before they begin "doing their work.» 

The following is intended to provide guidance for teams to help them engage in planning 
and agenda setting discussions that will build a strong foundation from which the team 
can move toward performing their work success1ully. 

We believe teams that are getting started should haya meetings in which they; 

1. Review their mandate, discuss and agree upon the purpose of the team 

2. Clarify and agree upon the role and responsibilities of each team member, 
including the team leader 

3. Develop oparating guidelines or norms which describe how the team will work 
together 

4. Develop specific team goals or outputs and a work plan for how the team will 
meet these goals 

Below are guidelines for how the team might have a series of meeting s or discussions to 
reach agreement on the aboye four points. 

1. REACHING AGREEMENT ANO COMMON UNDERSTANDING ON THE 
MANDATE OR PURPOSE OF THE TEAM 

The intent 01 this meeting or discussion is for the team members to develop a 
common understanding of the purpose of the team and how it fits into the broader 
picture 01 the entire organization. If team members already share a common 
understanding of their purpose, then this discussion will only take a few minutes; 
however, jf there are differences, the discussions will take longer. 

A team purpose makes clear why the team exists, the boundaries within which it 
operates, and its principal role and responsibilities within the larger contexto In a 
discussion on team purpose do the following: 
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a. Each team member should share what they believe the purpose of the team 
to be. Look tor commonality. Explore differences. Talk it through until 
sufficient agreement is reached. You might want to ask a team member to 
draft a purpose statement for the team that reflects the agreements reached in 
these discussions. 

b. Team members should describe what the team is accountable foro Make a 
list. Use the flipchart. Reach agreement. You might want to add this to the 
purpose statement. 

c. Team should identify any boundary issues it feels are not clear. For example, 
one team's work may integrate or exist side-by-side wíth another team. Are 
the boundaries - who ís responsible for what - clear? If somethíng needs 
clarifying, the team should take steps to talk this through wíth appropriate 
·others" so the boundary íssue does not become a problem. 

2. CLARIFYING INDIVIDUAL ROLES AND RESPONSIBILlTIES 

The purpose of these discussíons is to help the team members develop a 
common understanding of individual team member roles and responsíbilities, 
including that ofthe team leader/manager. In a discussion on roles and 
responsibilities, do the followíng: 

a. Each team members lists their role/responsibilities as they see them. Write 
these down. It ís especíally effective if each member writes on a piece of 
flipchart paper so it can be posted around the room. Then take each team 
member, one at a time, and ask the group to respond to how that person 
described their role/responsibilities. Check for agreement. When there are 
differences of opinion, talk about ít. Seek agreement. 

b. Engage in discussions about the role ofthe team leader. One way to do thís 
would be, using the f1ipchart, have the team generate a list of responsibilities 
of the team leader. Put each contribution on the f1ipchart as it is given. Then 
go back to each item and discuss. Work to reach agreement. Discuss 
differences. Involve the team leader, but slhe should not dominate. Try for 
general agreement on the principie responsibilities. 

Some teams have found it useful to write up these team leader responsibilities 
as a kind of "informal" agreement between the team and its leader about what 
is expected from the leadership role. 
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3. CREATlNG TEAM OPERATING GUIDELlNES (NORMS) FOR HOW MEMBERS 
WlLL WORK TOGETHER 

The purpose of thís effort is to work out the agreements or norms that the team 
wants to use in working together. These agreements will dríve the day-to-clay 
operations of the team. Operating guidelines are agreements on how work will 
be done and how the team will work together. These guidelines should cover 
issues such as how decisions will be made, how work assignments are 
determined, what the team means by mutual accountability, how differences or 
conflicts will be resolved, attendance at meetings, how to deal with disappointing 
performance from a team members, etc. 

One way to organize discussions around these agreements would be to ask the 
team to discuss and reach agreement on these questions: 

o What are the kinds of decisions that oug ht to involve all or most of the team 
members? How do we want to make these decisions? What will be the role 
of the team leader? 

o What kinds of conflicts or differences might we have as we work together? 
How will we resolve conflicts among the team members? Wlth other teams? 

o If or when we are disappointed with or concerned about a team member's 
performance, how wiIJ we handle it? 

o What do we mean by mutual accountability? What does this mean 
operationally? 

o How often will we have meetings? For what purposes? Who plans and 
conducts these meetings? 

Ask a couple of team members to wríte up these agreements. It will be important 
to review them in 4 to 6 months to see how you are doing and to see if there are 
additions or changes that should be made. 

4. BUILDING A TEAM WORK PLAN 

The purpose of this meeting or discussion is to have the team focus on the 
results or outputs for which it is accountable over the next several months. Some 
teams in their initial stages of working together prefer to plan for the next 3 
months and others prefer a longer time trame, 6 or 9 months. Oon't make the 
time frame too long. If you want to build a team that tracks progress, offers hefp 
to one another when there are problems, and works in a team culture of mutual 
responsibility, it will be important that they plan, monitor progress and resolve 
problems as a team. Engage in discussions that will do the following: 
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a. Identify the things that need to get done within the time frame you have 
chosen. Concentrate on the majortasks. Remember it is a team work plan, 
not a work plan for each individual on the team. 

b. Clarify who will be working on each of these major tasks. You may want to do 
sorne specific planning for how each major task will be accomplished. Or you 
may want team members working on these tasks to develop a work plan and 
bring it back to a team meeting. 

Write up the plans. Be brief - this is just a record of your agreed upon plan. 
You can refer back to it as you monitor progress. 

c. Plan how and when you will monitor progress. Schedule the first progress 
review meeting. Clarify the role and responsibility of the team leader in this 
monitoring and tracking process. 

Remember, by creating a team work plan and laying the ground work for the 
team to monitor progress against this plan, you are building the foundation for 
teamwork and fufl team accountability for delivering the products, outputs, or 
commitments the team has promised. 
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The Nature Of Conflict 

+ Conflict is neither positive nor negative; it is a normal element of Iife. 

+ Conflict is a collusion of energy patterns. 

+ Nature uses conflict as its primary motivator for change creating beaches, 
canyons, mountains, and pearls through the interaction of opposing torces. 

+ The fact that you have conflict in your life matters less than what you do with 
that conflicto 

+ Conflict is not a contest. 

+ Winning and losing are goals tor games, not conflicto 

.. To resorve conflict one must have the goals of learning, growing and 
cooperating. 

+ Conflict can be seen as a gift of energy in which neither side loses and a new 
dance is created. 

+ Resolving conflicts effectively rarely involves a determination of who is "right," 
instead it emphasizes appreciation of differences. 

+ Conflict begins from within. As we unhitch the burden of befief systems and 
heighten our perceptions, however, we begin to operate more fully and more 
freely. 
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Skills for Managing Conflict 

Assertiveness Skills 

• Be clear to others about what you need and want. 

• Organiza and present faets and logie. 

• Make forcetul proposals. 

• Analyze and evaluate positions of others ... be preparad to give reasons why 
their position won't work as well as yours. 

• Present positive incentives and negative pressure to influenee others. 

• Be prepared to repeat your position and the reasons why It is the correct one -
- several times if necessary. 

Cooperative Skills 

• Aetively listen to others' positíon. 

• Clarify and paraphrase others' position and feelings. 

• Ask open-endad questíons to get inforrnation. 

• Acknowledge one's own vulnerability. 

• Get involved in others' problem and "give" freely. 

• Look for ways to "give in," places to say "1'11 cooperate," "1 agree." 
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The Five Conflict Handling Modes6 

Conflict situations are situations in which the concerns of two people appear to be 
incompatible. In such situations, we can describe a person's behavior along two basic 
dimensions: (1) assertiveness, the extent to which the individual attempts to satisfy his 
or her own concerns, and (2) cooperativeness, the extent to which the individual 
attempts to satisfy the other person's concerns. These two basic dimensions of 
behavior can be used to define five specific methods of dealing with conflict. These flVe 
"conflict handling modes" are shown below: 

Competlng is assertive and uncooperative - an individual pursues her or his own 
concems at the other person's expense. This is a power-oríented mode, in which one 
uses whatever power seems appropriate to win one's own position - one's ability to 
argue, one's rank, economic sanctions. Competing might mean ·standing up for one's 
ríghts, n defending a position which you believe is correct, or simply trying to win. 

Accommodating is unassertive and cooperative - the opposite of competing. When 
accommodating, an individual neglects his or her own concerns to satisfy the concerns 
of the other person; there is an element of self sacrifice in this mode. Accommodating 
might take the form of selfless generosity or charity, obeying another person's order 
when you would prefer not to, or yielding to another's point of view. 

Avoiding is unassertive and uncooperative - the individual does not immediately 
pursue his or her own concerns or those of the other persono The conflict is not 
addressed. Avoiding might take the form of diplomatically sidestepping an issue, 
postponing an issue until a better time, or simply withdrawing from a threatening 
situation. 

Collaboratlng is both assertive and cooperative - the opposite of avoiding. 
COllaborating involves an attempt to work with the other person to find some solution 
which fully satisfies the concerns of both persons. It means digging into an issue to 
identify the underlying concerns of the two individuals and to find any alternative which 
meets both sets of concems. 

6 lhis two dimensional model of conflie! handling behavior is adapted from "Conflict and Conflict 
Management" by Kenneth lhomas in Volume JI ofthe Handhook 01 Industrial and Organizalional Psychology, 
edited by Marvin Dunnette (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1975). 1I:277/86 
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Collaborating between two persons might take the form of exploring a disagreement to 
leam from each other's insights, concluding to resolve sorne conditions which would 
otherwise have them competing for resources, or confronting and trying to find a 
creative solution to an interpersonal problem. 

Compromising is intermediate to both assertiveness and cooperativeness. The 
objective is to find sorne expedient, mutually acceptable solution which partially satisfied 
both parties. It falls on a middle ground between competing and accommodating. 
Compromising gives up more than competing, but less than accommodating. Likewise, 
it addresses an issue more directly than avoiding, but doesn't explore it in as much 
depth as collaborating. Compromising might mean "splitting the difference: exchanging 
concessions, or seeking a quick middle-ground position. 

Choosing A Mode 

In case of conflict handling behavior, there are no universal right answers. AII five 
modes are useful in sorne situations; each represents a set of useful social skílls. 
Conventional wisdom recognizes, for example, that often "two heads are better than 
one" (collaborating). But it also says, "kili your enemies with kindness' (accommodating), 
"split the difference" (compromising)' "Ieave well enough alone" (avoiding). and "might 
makes right" (competing). The effectiveness of a given conflict handling mode depends 
upon the requirements of the specific conflict situation and the skills wlth which the 
mode is used. 

Each of us Is capable of using all five conflict handling modes; none of us can be 
characterized as having a single, rigid style of dealing with conflict. However. any given 
individual uses sorne modes better than others, either beca use of temperament or 
practice. 
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Thomas - Kilmann 
Five ConHict Handlling Modes 
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Conflict in Perspective7 

Properly managing conflict requires that you never lose sight of a fundamental point: 
conflict itself is neither good nor bad. Whether conflict enhances critical thinking and 
productivity or undercuts it will depend on how you facilitate the differences at hand. 

Conflict occurs when two or more partíes discover that what each wants is incompatible 
with what the other wants. A want that is incompatible with another is one that interteres 
with, or in some manner hinders the achievement ot, the second. 

Conflict falls into two categories: 

Substantive conflict occurs when participants are in opposition relative to the 
content, or substance, ofthe issues under discussion. 

Personal conflict derives from the emotional clashes that occur during the 
struggle to resolve the issues at hand. 

Constructive Conflict is present when 

• there is high team spirit and a commitment to the desired outcomes, 
« task behaviors of testing comprehension and summarizing are used to ensure 

that each other's view points are understood - even though they may not be 
supported, 

« participants respond to what others are saying, not to what they think others 
aresaying, 

« discussion stays on the topic and contributes to the attainment of the desired 
outcome(s), and 

• members see the time and energy spent discussing and modifying differing 
ideas and alternatives as worthwhile beca use it produces a result that is better 
than any one individual's initial proposal. 

Destructive Conflict is present when 

• members start resorting to personal atlacks instead of keeping a focus on the 
facts and issues, 

• generation of atlackldefend/counter-attack spirals by group members, 
• same negative statements being presented again and again by the same 

people, 
• members not listening to what others are saying but reacting to what they 

think others are saying, 
« member díg in with unyielding atlachment to their own ideas, and 
• there is emotionally charged one-upmanship. 

7 Adapttd úom Tbomas A. Kayser's book. BIlUdjng ¡earo PoW¡ HQW tQ Unleasb tbe Collabomúye GeniYS ofWQdc Iearo' lrwin 
Professlonal Publishing. Burr Ridge, Jllinois. New York, New Yod< 
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Collaborative Approach to Managing 
Conflict: Five Steps to Successs 

Phase 1- Differentiation: Understand the Nature of the Conflict 

Parties in conflict describe the issues that divide them and ventilate their feelings 
about the issues and each other. Each person is allowed to state his or her views 
and receive sorne indication that these views are understood by the other 
principals. 

Step 1 

Clarify and understand the existing 
positions and identify the interests 
associated with the position e.g., 
what people would like to have 
happen and why. 

1 
¡ 

Step2 

Identify the areas of agreement or 
the shared interests. 

1 
¡ 

Step3 

Identify the differences or points of 
contention. Summarize these points 
¡nto a newly stated problem. 

8 Adapted ftom Thomas A. Kayser's book., Building Temn Power How So UnleaW the Collabomtiye Genius o(W0rk Ieams. lrwjn 
Profussi<>nal Publishing, Burr Ridge, IIIlnols. Now York, New York 
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Phase 2 - Integration: Orient the Group and Resolve 

In this phase, the parties need to aeknowledge their eommon goals, own up to 
positive aspects of the ambivalences, express warmth and respect, or engage in 
other positive actions to manage their confliet. 

Training Resources Group, lnc 

Step4 

Drient the group to view areas of 
differences and points of contention 
as a shared problem that can be 
solved by working together 

! 
I 

Step5 

Take measures to resolve the areas 
of difference 

• braínstorm altemative solutions 
• develop eriteria of successful 

outcome 
• review optíons against eriteria 

and select one aeceptable to al! 
partíes. 
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Guidelines for Collaboratively Managing 
Conflict 

To successfully manage conflict all partíes involved need to: 

1. Agree on a desired outcome(s) linked to the resolution of the dispute. State what 
the result will be of resolving the dispute. 

2. Recognize that all feelings are to be accepted as legitimate and real; they need to 
be understood, rather than evaluated. Identify the feelings and state them. 

3. State issues and problems as facts not judgements. 

4. Seek information and opinions to ¡ncrease understanding. 

5. Test for comprehension by using paraphrasing and summarizing skills. 

6. Use maintenance skills such as encouraging. harmonizing. and relieving of 
tension. 

7. Address disagreements swiftly to prevent escalation of the issues. 

8. Identify which common area of contlict the current issue fits into and how best to 
approach it: 

* Goals: the end results or what you are trying to accomplish 

• Roles: who can and or should do what 

* Procedures: methods, strategies or tactics 

* Relationships: how people will relate to each other 

• Umits: what is or is not possible or what is the authority 

* Timing: when things should be done 

* Information: fact, figures, data 

• Values: right, wrong, fair, ethical, moral 
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Peñormance Feedback 

Guidelines tor Giving: 

1. Make specific statements; support general statements with specific examples. 

2. Use descriptive rather than judgmentallanguage. 

3. It is direct, clear and to the point. 

4. It is direcled toward behavior which the receiver can do something about. 

5. It is well-timed. 

6. It takes into account the needs of both the receiver and giver of feedback. 

7. It is well-planned. 

Guidelines tor Receiving: 

1. Solicit feedback in clear and specific areas. 

2. Make it a point to understand the feedback; paraphrase major points; ask 
clarifying questions. 

3. Help the giver use the guidelines for giving useful feedback. 

4. Avoid making it more difficult for the giver of feedback than it already is. 

5. Avoid explanations of"why 1 did that," unless asked. 

6. Show appreciation for the effort it took for the other person to give you feedback. 

7. Remember that feedback is one person's perceptions of another's actions, not 
universal truth. 
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Steps for Planning and Conducting a 
Peñormance Feedback Discussion 

Before the Discussion 

1. Review agreements that have been made with this person in the earlier work 
planning conversations. 

2. Identify and list specific examples of where agreements have been kept and 
where they have not been kept. Make sure that you consider both 'positive" and 
"negative" feedback. Be clear in your own mind about any performance issues 
you want to address. 

3. Plan what you want to say, for example, what will you say first? Will you discuS!' 
positive feedback first or negative? Make notes if necessary. 

During the Feedback Discussion 

1. Set the climate. 

2. Review agreement(s) that have been made in the earlier work planning 
conversations about work to be done. 

3. Give specific examples - how performance looked when compared to what was 
agreedto. 

4. Check for understanding. 

5. Develop new agreements for how work should be done in the future, if necessary. 

6. Summarize key points. 
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Strategic Considerations 

Agreement and Trust 

When trying to gain agreement from different categoríes of people consider the two 
dimensions of influence- agreement and trust. Two variables are important when we 
define our relationship to others and when we influence them: 

,. LEvd of AGREEMENT: 
ti Goals 
ti Direction 
ti (Big) Issues 

,. LEvd of TRUST (BEkAViOR) 
ti Credibility (do they do what they say they wiU do?) 
ti Predictability (will they behave the same way?) 
ti Reliability (can they be counted on to do what they say?) 

CATEGORiES of pEopLe 

o Ally: Hi Agreementl Hi Trust 
~ Satisfied clients, colleagues, staff 
• Supportive 
.. Trust them to talk honestly about 

visiono goals etc. 
~ Can get advice from them to guide 

your decisions 
.. Can do for you what you can't do 

for yourself-deal with an 
adversary. 

o Bedfellow: Hi Agreementl Lo Trust 
~ Hidden agenda 
• Will agree with you, but may not 

be able to commit for political 
reasons 
Never sure if she/he will follow 
through 

Training Resources Group, Inc 

o Fence sitter: ? Agreement ? Trust 
~ Never sure where she/he stands 
~ Riddled with doubt 
.. No evident agenda-yet they won't 

commit 

o Opponent: Lo Agreement I Hi Trust 
.. Brings out the best in us 
~ Help provide honesty to problem 

solving 
.. What we need to do to build 

support 
~ Dialogue with those who trust us 

OOt are dissatisfied 

o Adversary: Lo Agreementl Lo Trust 
.. Not to be confused with opponents 
.. When negotiations and attempts to 

influence them have failed. 
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Excerpted from : The Empowered Manager, Peter Block. 
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Skills for Strategic Influencing9 

Allies 
Use them as sounding boards, ask for advice. 
Seek their support in dealing with adversaries, either by helping you approach 
or intervien themselves . 
Acknowledge your good relationship and the trust that exists between you. 
Be open ... share your plans, doubts, fears, and needs. 

Opponents 
Tell them that the reason you value them is you know they will tell you the 
truth. 
Be clear about your position and what you want; state your understanding of 
their position and what they want, recognize where you disagree. 
State your intention to work together to resolve problems, reach agreements. 
Work togathar to look at alternativas, their consequences, and attempt to e 

nagotiate a resolution. 
Ask what it would take for tham to agreelsupport your goals. 

Bedfellows 
Idantify sharad goals. 
Acknowledge the strain in your relationship and the lack of trust without 
getting into specifics. 
Tell your hopas for an improved working relationship and any changes you 
plan to make in your behavior/actions. 
Ask them what they think would establish a better working relationship. 

Fencesitters 
Tell them your position and ask where they stand. 
State what you want in the way of support from them. 
If they continue to be non-committal, express your disappointment about not 
knowing where they stand. 
Ask what it would take for them to support your ideas. 

Adversaries 
Acknowledge the strain in the relationship and the lack of trust. 
Tell your concern about what is going on and invite them to do the same. 
Tell them if you have contributed to the problem. 
Express your hopes for an improved relationship. 
Make no demands on them; do not try to change them. 
If you have plans to pursue your agenda despite their opposition, say so. 

9 Adapted from Peter Block, The Empowered Manager 
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Types of Support 

A key step in building a powerful support network is knowing what you want Your 
prioríties for support will, of course, vary widely depending on the challenges you are 
currently facing. A list of types of support is offered below to stimulate your 
thinking. 

• Information: facts needed for decision making; technical expertise from 
those experienced in the challenge area. 

• Creative stimuli: opportuníty to brainstorrn with others on altemative 
courses of action 

• Mentoring: counsel from others who've bean down a similar road 
• Space: quiet, uninterrupted reflection time 
• Sounding board: skillfullisteners who ask questions that help me clarify my 

thinking 
• Feedback: non-judgmental assessment of the impact of my actions 
• Skill development: opportuníty to leam and practice skills 
• Positive expectations: contact with people who understand my goals and 

share my standards for myself 
• Encouragementlaffirrnation: reminders of my competen ce and value 
• Perspective: people, places, activities that help me sea a larger picture 

and put my challenges in perspective 
• Humor: people who take me seriously, but help me laugh at myself 
• Spiritual touchstones: sources of spiritual grounding and connection with 

myvalues 
• Restlrespite: time and ways to relax 
• Release: chance to complain, blow off steam 
• Play: sources of lighthearted fun and laughter 
• Physical nourishment: exercise, message, goOO food, etc. 
• Love: acceptance, affection, contact 
• Recognition: acknowledgment of my effort and achievements 
• Celebration: shared celebration of my successes 
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Using Teams Effectively: Making Meetings 
Work Better 

Prior to the meeting, remember to ... 

• Make sure the meeting is really needed, and that the appropriate people are 
coming. Raduce unnecessary meetings whenever possible. 

• Check desired outcomes; make sure they are specific rather than vague. 

• Develop an agenda - involve Others appropríately (e.g., circulate the draft agenda 
beforehand, and track it); prioritize the agenda items. 

Once the meeting begins ... 

• Start the meeting by quickly sharing the desired outcomes and agenda; allow tor 
any final input. 

• Run the meeting in order of prioríty of agenda items - unless there is a 
compelling reason to start with a less important ítem (you want to tackle an easy 
item first to get going, such as announcing a special event). 

• Decide how long the meeting should be - monitor the time - keep moving - begin 
and end on time, unless you work out new agreements with the group. 

• Lead the group appropríately between creative, expansive efforts, focusad 
discussions and decisions. Effective groups tap all resources to be creative and 
non-judgmental at times in order to evoke extraordinary thinking. At other times, 
they focus, judge, make decisions, agree on decisions, and move on. 

• Summarize decisions and outcomes at points during the meeting when they are 
reached. Keep a running record of decisions and outcomes, either in your notes 
or on a pieca of f1ipchart paper that everyone can see. 

• At the end 01 the meeting, review decisions, outcomes, and agreements. As 
appropriate, designate time trames and people responsible tor carrying out tasks. 

• Finally, check to see if everyone thought the meeting was productive. If not, 
check to see what could be done next time to make it better. 
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What Team Leaders Do and Don't Do 

1. Keep the purpose, goals, and approach relevant and meaningful. 

AII teams must shape their own common purpose, performance goals, and 
approach. While a leader must be a full working member of the team who can 
and should contribute to these, he or she also stands apart from the team by 
virtue of his or her selection as leader. Teams expecl their leaders to use that 
perspective and distance to help the teams clarify and commit to their mission, 
goals, and approach. 

Teams usually do not want leaders to go beyond this. As one of the regular 
members of the team, of course, a leader can make any and all specific 
suggestions. But when he or she wears the "Ieader's· mantle, comments 
intended as suggestions may be interpreted as mandates. This is especially 
likely to happen in business contexts where most people are conditioned to hear 
"orders" when their managers speak. But if leaders specify too much about 
purpose, goals, and approach, they will, in effect, have used their distance from 
the team in a normal hierarchical as opposed to team fashion. By doing so, they 
may gain compliance to "their" purpose. But they are likely to lose commitment to 
a team purpose. This is especíally true at the beginning of a potential team's 
efforts when all eyes and ears are so keenly tuned to how the leader will use 
authority to build a team. 

2. Bulld commitment and confidence. 

Team leaders should work to build the commitment and confidence of each 
individual as well as the team as a whole. As we discussed earlier, there is an 
important difference between individual commitment and accountabiJity versus 
mutual accountability. 80th are needed for any group to become a real team. 
Thus, the leader must keep both the individual and the team in mind as he or she 
tries to provide positive, constructive reinforcement while avoiding intimidation. 

Unfortunately, it is all too easy to coerce people in organizational settings, 
including small groups. People overtime wiUlose their enthusiasm and initiative 
when dealing with an intimidating leader. Certainly, they do not coalesce into a 
team. Either they never take the risks needed to build mutual trust and 
interdependence. or, if they do. they are not rewarded for it. Executives who rely 
on intimidation can get things done better in a hierarchy than in teams. Positive 
and constructive reinforcement fuels the mutual accountability and confidence so 
critical to team performance. 

3. Strengthen the mix and level of skills. 
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Effective team leaders are vigilant about skills. Their goal is clear: ultimately, the 
most flexible and top-performing teams consist 01 people with all the technical, 
functional, problem-solving, decision-making, interpersonal, and teamwork skills 
the team needs to perform. To get there, team leaders encourage people to take 
the risks needed for growth and development. They also continually challenge 
team members by shifting assignment and role pattems. 

This effort can involve tough choices. No team reaches its goal with a chronic 
skill gap relative to its performance objective. 

4. Manage relatlonships with outsiders, including removing obstacles. 

Team leaders are expected, by people outside as well as inside the team, to 
manage much of the team's contacts and relationships with the rest of the 
organization. This calls on team leaders to communicate effectively the team's 
purpose, goals, and approach to anyone who might help or hinder it. They also 
must have the courage to intercede on the team's behalf when obstacles that 
might cripple or demoralize the team get placed in their way. 

Almost always the mutual trust so critical to a team begins with the leader who 
must show that the team can depend on him or her to promote team 
performance. 

5. Create opportunities for others. 

Team performance is not possible if the leader grabs all the best opportunities, 
assignments, and credit for himself or herself. Indeed, the crux of the leader's 
challenge is to provide performance opportunities to the team and the people on 
it. 

6. Do real work. 

Everyone on a real team, íncluding the leader, does real work in roughly 
equivalent amounts. Team leaders do have a certain distance from the team by 
virtue of their position, but they do not use that distance "just to sit back and make 
decisions: Team leaders must contribute in whatever way the team needs, just 
like any other member. Moreover, team leaders do not delegate the nasty jobs to 
others. Where personal risks are high or "dirty work" is required. the team leader 
should step forward. 

There are, however, two critical things real team leaders never do: they" do not 
blame or allow specific individuals to fail, and they never excuse away shortfalls 
in team performance. This, again, is behavior that most of us admire and can 
practice. But organizations built on individual instead of mutual accountability 
often fosterthe reverse. Too often, when expected results do not materialize, 
individuals get singled out for blame, or outside forces fike the economy, the 
govemment, or the weather get ídentified as the cause. By contrasto real team 
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leaders honestly believe that suecass or failure is a team event. No outside 
obstacle is an excuse tor team failure, and no individuals fail. Only the team can 
fai!. The leader assumes that the team's task ineludes overeomíng whatever 
obstaeles get in its way. 

Adaptad from J. Katzenbaeh and D. Smith, 1he Wisdom of 1eams. 
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Using the Flipchart as an Effective 
Facilitation Tool 

by Steve Joyca 

Why Use the Flipchart? 

The flipchart is an important facilitator tool, not only for making presentations, but also 
for recording relevant information as it is generatad. The most important advantage that 
flipcharts have over chalkboards and overhead projectors is that flipcharts facilitate 
group memory. 

The concapt of group memory involves two elements: 

1. Retentlon and Reference: When participants are able to see a presentation's 
key points listed on a flipchart, and then have visual aecass to these flipcharts 
throughout the meeting or discussion, the repeated exposure ensures greater 
retention ofthe information. 

Taping flipcharts to the walls allows participants to refer back to key polnts -
reinforcing these points with their own examples, and building them with new 
ideas. Participants become more engaged, and there is greater group synergy 
and interaction. 

2. Visual Record of Outcomes: When the facilitator records ideas and suggestions 
on a flipchart as they are generated, participants have a visual "memory" of key 
points as the session progresses. Communication is clearer, because 01 the 
visual record that the flipcharts provide. And, at the meeting's conclusion, 
participants have a collective memory of agreements and outcomes, whether 
these are decisions, next steps, or new ideas. 

Chalkboards, overhead projectors, and even the new electronic recording books with 
photocopy capability cannot match the flipchart for generating group memory. Vou can 
leave flipcharts hanging on the walls far days, allowing participants a chance to stay 
after a session - or to retum early the next day - to review them. Chalkboards, on the 
other hand, are erasad as the session continues, and overheads flashed onto the wall 
quickly disappear into the darkness. 

What Vou Should Chart 

Flipcharts can serve as a useful tool in most situations, but not everything that goes on 
in a session must be charted. Outlined below are components that in most cases should 
be chartad. 
1. The Agenda 
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Whether the agenda is predetermined or developed at the beginning of a session, 
it should be recorded on a tlipchart. Doing so encourages shared responsibility in 
achieving the agenda, as well as ongoing assessment of progress. 

2. Key Presentation Points 

Preparing tlipcharts to accompany a presentation, as noted eartier, ¡ncreases the 
Hkelihood that participants wiH retain more, and build on the information as a 
group. The flipcharts, which can be prepared in advance, should only highlight 
key points as clearty and succinctly as possible. In determining key points, the 
session leader should ask himself or herself, "What are the most important 
messages that I want people to grasp?" 

3. Proposals/New Ideas 

Record on the tlipchart new ideas and proposals that are generated during 
brainstorming sessions or participant presentations. This visual record captures 
the ideas and proposals so that they are not lost, and it also lets people know that 
their ideas have been heard. 

Meetings often end up stalled (or, worse yet, result in contlict) when participants 
repeat suggestions and proposals they think haven't been heard or accepted. 
Recording ideas on flipcharts aCknowledges them, without necessarily requiring 
any further action. 

4. Alternate Issues 

Issues often surface that are not part of the planned agenda. It is beneficial to 
capture these issues on the flipchart to aCknowledge them (for the same reasons 
stated before), and, if appropriate, to develop strategies for resolving them. 

5. Action ItemslNext Steps 

Although participants may leave sessions agreeing on what neads to be done, 
they often are not sure about who will do what, by when. Flipcharts help 
consolidate a group's agreement on next steps. It is also helpful to type all action 
items and next steps from the tlipcharts and hand them out as a written reminder 
to participants. 

Tips for Charting 

Using flipcharts as an effective facilitation tool is not always as easy as it might seem. 
How you prepare flipcharts and how you record ideas and important points can have an 
impact upon effective communication. Listed below are some tips for producing 
flipcharts that enhance communication. 
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• Words recorded on a flipchart should be large enough for all participants to read 
comfortably. Use the flat edge of the marker, as opposed to the tip, so that letters 
have some thickness to them. 

• Use words sparingly on a flipchart. Only record major points and key phrases. Ask 
yourself when preparing flipcharts, "What is essential for participants to 
remember?" 

• When recording participant responses and ideas on a flipchart during a meeting, 
capture the essence of what the speaker is saying in as few words as possible. 
Use the speaker's own words if they are clear and appropriate. If not, paraphrase 
back what you believe the speaker intended to say, and, if you are correct, then 
record those phrases. 

• After chatting, read information back to the group, and ask if any clarification is 
necessary. It is important that the words recorded on the flipchart reflect what the 
participants intended to say. 

• When preparing flipcharts befare a session, use different colored markers to write 
and highlight words (however, don't use more than three colors on any one 
flipchart). Flipcharts thus become more attractive visual aids. Color also helps draw 
attention to a particular keyword or phrase. 

• Oon't use light-colored markers (red, yellow, pink, etc.). Although these colors 
highlight words well, participants who are more than a few feet away will have 
difficulty reading words written on them. 

• Be creative with your flipcharts. Box in key words, use arrows, and draw figures 
that iIIustrate important points. 

The Flipchart and Facilitator Style 

Finally, a few words should be mentioned about the f1ipchart and facilitator style. The 
flipchart is a facilitation tool, not a crutch. Ifs not intended to take the place of your 
lecture notes. The "talking points" on your flipchart serve to focus the group's attention, 
and assist you in keeping your thoughts organized. When refemng to points on the 
flipchart, don't hide behind the flipchart stand. Move to the side or off to the front as you 
speak. Touch key words on the flipchart once in a while to give them emphasis. 

One way to keep people from reading ahead and losing focus is to place a small strip of 
masking tape at the bottom center of the page, and bring the bottom of the page up to 
cover the flipchart to the point on which the current discussion is based. 

Organize multiple flipcharts on a given topic from right to left on easels or across a wall. 
If you hang your f1ipcharts up on the wall prior to the session, keep them covered, and 
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rehearse their location to avoid a frantic search in the middle of your presentation. For 
flipcharts layered on one easel, a small piece of masking tape makes a good tab. 

Keep any task instructions displayed on a flipchart throughout the task so particípants 
can reter to them as needed. If you are using flipcharts to help the group record its 
thoughts or actions, you can display the charts on the wall as they are developed. 
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Building Consensus 

"Someone e/se has decided that something needs to be done - I've raceived a 
"mandate" that a parlicular raquirament needs to be met by my team. How do we 
meet that mandate in the best possible way?" 

"My team has considerad a range of ideas and agreed on a larger vision. They ara 
feeling very positive about this longer-term diraction. The team needs to decide 
how we want to carry that vision out. How do we make that vision a reality?" 

"Thera's an organizational problem which could be so/ved in a number of ways. 
What's the best solution to this problem? How do we make sura that people will be 
committed to carrying out necessary actions?" 

Each of these situations are examples of where it may be important to build consensus 
among team members. Consensus building is a process that: 

• results in true agreement about a plan, approach or steps to be taken 
• actively engages people In the process 
• results in people saving "my view has been accurately heard" and "1 will support the 

decision even though it may not be my first preference.· 

The ability to build group consensus ls essential in situations when other people's active 
commitment is necessary to implement a declsion or plan, when people have strong 
dlfferences about an issue, or when you need a core of support tor an approach or position 
you want to advocate to a larger group like the entire offlee or a community. 

To help groups achieve consensus, you will need basic facilitation skills like paraphrasing, 
summarizlng and question asking, and some more refined facilitation skills. In this artiele, 
we will describe these skills and diseuss how you can prepare for and effectively use these 
skills to help build group eonsensus. 

CONSIDERA nONS BEFORE THE GROUP MEETS 

Are the right people going te be at the meeting? - When preparing for a meeting where 
building consensus is important, one question to ask is "who should be involved in this 
diseussion?" One way of answering this question is to examine the impact of the decisions 
to be made by the group, and to inelude in discussions partlcipants who represent those 
affected by the declslon, those implementlng the decislon and those whose support is 
necessary for implementation. 
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la everyone prepared lo achieve the purpoae of the meeting? - Everyone coming to 
the meeting should have a clear idea why this group is coming together. What are we trying 
to get done? This does not mean that the exact solutions or agreements are determined 
in advanca, but it does mean that the person facilitating the discussion and other 
participants need to be elear about the issues the group is facing and the outcomes that 
you and the group want to achieve. Group members may need to prepare by thinking 
through the issues and preparing theír own altematives or suggestions basad on available 
information. 

During the meeting, a clear understanding 01 the issues will enable the person facilitating 
the meeting to check whether the group's discussion is generally on target or whether it is 
focused too much on less important issues. When you see something important, it is critical 
to push the group to make cartain they have truly examined all aspects ot the issue, and 
to test rigorously tor agreement. When something is less important, you will need to help 
the group move on. Your ability to make these choices about how to facilitate rests on how 
well you have thought through the issues and the key decisions which must be made. 

BUILDING CONSENSUS DURING THE MEE'rlNG 

Followa plan for how the discussion will be organized - Typically discussions that truly 
involve people, give them an opportunity to share their views, and build commitment to a 
particular approach inelude eight steps: 

1. Be c!ear aOOut ''what jt ;s we're try¡ng to get done" When working toward consensus, 
the first requirement is to keep the common purpose elearly in tront of the group. Start 
the meeting by stating or reaffirming the purpose of the meeting. Give people a 
chanca lo ask questions so that they can be clear about it. Velify agreement that ''this 
is what we are trying to get done." Gíve people an opportunity to share their 
perspective on the problem or issues and to ask questions fike: 

• What are the key elements ot the mandate? Why do we need to take action? 

• How did this vision come about? Who was involved? Does it reflect where 
people are today? 

• What are the elements 01 the problem? Here's how I see it. How do others 
see it? 

2. Ask for ideas about how the ¡ssue or problem could be addressed Use open-ended 
questions to get ideas out. In some situations, people may have altemative proposals 
prepared before the meeting. Sometimes a single proposal will be the focus of 
discussion, but quite often ideas and thoughts building on earlier ideas come out 
quicklyand spontaneously. It is very important to keep track of the different proposals. 
Use a flipchart or white board. Use summarízing skills to go over the different ideas. 
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3. provide ao opportuoity for e!arification - After there are a oumber of approaehes in 
front of the group, give the group ao opportunity to ask elarjfviog questions befare 
"arguing" about any particular proposa!. "Is there anythiog that anyone does not 
understand about aoy of the proposals?" This is not a time to debate, but to make 
sure that all are elear about what eaeh person's ideas are. This is a goad time far the 
faeilitator lo summarize eaeh of the proposals and for all participants to use 
paraphrasing skills. 

4. Check lo sea jf there js agreement on any of the proposals - Revíew the purpose 
of the meetiog, and ask "Are there aoy of the proposals we all agree oo?" If you all 
agr&e at this poiot, summarize the ageeement aod adjouro the meeting. Usually 
coosensus will not come this easily and people will waot to air their coneeros about 
different proposals! 

5. Identjfy arjd d;seuss eooearos wjth proposals - Give the group an opportunity to 
diseuss 'Why I have trouble agreeing with or selecting this proposal as the one ,'m 
willing to go with." As the person faeilitating the discussion, you will need to aetively 
summarize points, help elarify differenees, aod keep all of the peoposals in froot of 
the group. You may want to lisl coocaros on a flipehart oe whiteboard and focus 
diseussioo 00 eaeh. 

You will also need to make judgments about when to ask the group "Are we at a 
point where we can make a deeision about this issue (or recommendation, oc 
aetion item)?"1f so, record a elear statement ofthat decisioo. If no1, ask, "Keeping 
aware of our time limits, what do we have to do to arrive at a decision?" 

6. Combioe parts of proposals and/or develop new proposals lo meet cooearos 
This can be the most creative part of the discussion. "Given our concaros. what 
combination of ideas will best achieve the outcome we're looking for?" "Are there 
changes io any of the proposals which will address your concaros?" 

7. Test far agreement!work to resolva disagreements As the discussioo procaeds, 
look for placas to test for agreemeot: 

• Summarize what you sea as the "evolving" decision. "Here is the decision 
I heae us moving towards. Correct me if I've misstated it or left something 
out." Ask the group members if they all agr&e with this decision. Look 
around to see jf every persoo has nodded or said ves. 

• When reachiog consensus is getting a little tougher. take actions to help 
people move their positioo enough to aehieve what might be called a "real 
world" coosensus. Here are sorne examples of what you might say in 
these instancas: 
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• "Do you agree that this is the best solution that we can develop 
colleolively?" Or ... 

• "Basad on this discussion and our need to take action. can you 
agree to this as a practical solution - perhaps one that is not ideal 
and not exaolly what you want. but nonetheless achievable." Or. .. 

• "Remembering that we all have to keep our common purposes in 
mind. do you agree that this is the best aolion we can jointly take?" 

There will be times when you will need to work to resolve disagreements. If people 
simply disagree, what can you do? As a facilitator, you need to manage 
disagreement openly and positively. Out of disagreement will often emerge 
creative solutions, and agreements that people will carry out with energy. However. 
this cannot happen if disagreements are pushed under the table or if they get out 
of hand and dominate the group proceedings. Here are some things you as a 
facilitator can do to be a positive force in facilitating disagreements. 

• Summarize major points of disagreement or key alternatives. Ask if 
everyone has been able to contribute his or her views and query the group 
to see if all major points have been discussed. 

• Go around and ask each person to state what decision they would 
recommend if it were up to them alone. If five or eight people agree, 
address the three who did not agree and ask them queslions like the 
following: 

• ''What would it take lo change your mind?" 
• 'What are the areas of disagreement and are they resolvable?" 
• "Now that we have clearly heard each of our positions. what wouid 

it take to get consensus on this problem?" 

Whatever questions you use, you may then need to facilitate a discussion 
to sort out the answer. 

• Another approach is to ask people to consider the main reason that's 
keeping them from agreeing. Allow some discussion and then ask these 
participants what can be done. Then test for consensus again. 
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• At a certain point, you may decide to have the group vote. Ask how many 
people would vote for something, and how many would vote against it. If it 
is not a clear-cut vote, you can simply go with the majority, or you can 
table the issue and agree not to decide. As a facilitator, when do you 
decide to push for consensus as opposed to going with a simple (and 
quick) vote? This is a judgement call, and it is made based on three 
factors: 

• the importance of the issue, 
• the degree to which each person's or each unit's support is raally 

needed for success, and 
• whether a decision has to be made about a particular issue during 

the meeting. 

When making this kind of judgement. you are trying to strike a balance 
between pushing participants to make a decision by voting. which doesn't 
insure everyone's commitment to the action, and taking too much time to 
reach consensus, which risks developing a sense ofwasted time, 
heightened disagreement, and failure to achieve results. 

8. Make sure yoy symmarjze agreements - These steps will help the group achieve 
consensus. When you get agreement, acknowledge it, summarize key points, 
identify actions, record the results, and moye on. In many cases, it is important that 
this agraement is written and distributed after the concluslon of the meeting. 

As you go through theae steps, keep discussion focused on the common purpose 
-When you see the group drift off target, bring them back to the central purpose. (For 
example, say 'What we are talking about now is [x] and our purpose here today is [y]; 
let's make sure [x] is related to [y], or moye back to the main topic.") Relate key points 
and summaries to the purpose. (For example, you could say, 'We haye explorad these 
two aspects of the problem. If we can agree on an approach to dealing with these 
aspects, we'U achieve one of the purposes here today - [x].") Restate the purpose to 
help two individuals who are haying a prolonged disagreement. (For example, you could 
say, "Let me interrupt here for a second - we all need to remember that we are hera to 
address [this purpose], which is affecting all of us.'1 

Gauge when the group has talked about something "just enough." - Too much 
discussion causes the group to lose interest, and feel that they are not using their time 
productively. With too little, the solutlon may be inadequate, or the group may lack the 
necessary commitment to carry out the solution successfully. . 

Determining when a group has reached the "just enough" point Is not an exact science. 
However, there are some signs that will indicate to you that !t's time to push the group 
towards a decision. 
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• Points or arguments begin to get repeated without any new knowledge or ideas 
being developed. You get the sense that people are trying to convince each other 
by talking louder or being repetitive. Often summarizing points that have been 
made wíll help people realize that they have been heard and will allow the group to 
move on. 

• Individuals in the groups have all had the opportunity to give a "reasonable" 
amount of input into the discussion. If you have any doubts, ask someone who has 
been silent if they have anything to add. 

• While discussing an issue with good participation from all at the outset, you notice 
that only two or three people appear to be still interested in the point under 
discussion. The best way to find out what's happening is to ask, "Have we finished 
examining this issue?" Or, you could ask, "It seems like most of us are ready to 
move on. Ooes anyone have a concluding point before we do so?" 

Any of the actions suggested above will work well, no matter what happens. If the group 
is ready to move on, they will breathe a sigh of relief and plunge ahead. If the group is 
not, they will recognize it, and make a conscious decision to continue deliberating about 
an issue. 
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Collaborative Work Organization: 
A Key to Achieving Empowerment and 

Accou ntability10 
Results Orientation, and Empowerment and Accountability. Results Orientation means 
managing tor the aehievement of results by setting elear objectives and targets, 
collecting adequate information to judge progress and adjusting strategies and tactics 
as required. Empowerment involves investing others with authority to make and 
implement deeisions, and implies accountability for decisions whieh are made. 

These values are important because they provide guidance for the development of new 
ageney systems and the impetus for institutional change. Perhaps more importantly, by 
artieulating these values the Ageney is saVing that it expects its managers and staff to 
behave in certain ways. This raises a number of questions - what are the everyday 
behaviors that managers and staff should engage in that support a "results orientation?" 
What can an individual manager, team leader or staff member do that will bring about 
"empowerment and aceountability?" What does someone need to d.2 to invest others 
with appropriate authority, to set elear work objectives and targets, to judge individual 
and team progress, and to ensure accountability for results? 

Over the past several years, there has been a growing interest in these kinds of 
questions. 80th publie and private sector organizations are seeking to involve a wider 
range of people in problem solving. In many organizations, there is a lessened reliance 
on hierarehy and greater interest in teams. Participation and eollaboration are being 
emphasized and, at the same time, resources are shrinking and staff need to get work 
tasks done "right" more quickly. AII these factors are placing a renewed emphasis on 
getting work done through and with others, and on the everyday process of how work 
gets assigned. 

Slories abound in many organizations about the work assignment process gone awry -
from both directions, the person giving the assignment, and the person receiving the 
work. For example, one person deseribed the process of receiving an assignment from 
herboss: 

'" go into the office, we have a díscussion about a topie, and , think there is an 
assígnment in there somewhere. But I only know it was there when, sorne days 
later, my boss asks me how I am eoming with sueh-and-sueh .• 

10 Copyright, 1996 Training Resourees Group, Inc. 
Model excerpted from Cqachjnq Eoe Pedbammce. by John W/Jitemore 
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From a managers perspective. the following anecdote is not atypical: 

"¡ am having trouble with [X). Just the other day, we had a discussion about a 
specific piece of work, and I thought we agreed on what he would do, and when he 
would finish. I didn't gel the assignment when he promised, so I asked him about 
it. He said, 'Oh, I didn't know that you really wanted me to do that, and I wasn't 
e1ear that it was important - and I do have 8 number of other high priority things on 
my piste'. I W8S frankly 8stounded by this - I mean, I thought we had a elear 
agreement." 

Although these are two separate examples, it is ironic to note that they could have been 
describing the same incident. The point is that there are many opportunities tor things to 
go wrong in the work assignment process. 

What happens when the work assignment process doesn't work? 

When the work assignment process is not done effectively, the negative results are real, 
concrete, and they often become apparent quickly. Sorne examples of the more serious 
problems which can occur inelude the following: tasks are simply not done or products are 
not produced, the quality of work is inferior, time is lost as tasks have to be redone or bad 
work is thrown out, deadlines are missed, and the work often has to be "done over." AII of 
this costs time and money. Everyone who has worked in an organization for any period of 
time has sean problems created by ineffective work assignments such as: 

• "reverse delegation" where the task is actually redelegated to the manager 

• work is delegated merely to avoid unpleasant tasks 

• responsibilities are delegated to the same people which can lead to resentment by 
those not chosen for greater responsibility, and to over-work for those who are 
selected 

Ineffective work assignments can cause problems for both parties involved. and reflect on 
the competency of the person giving the work assignment as well as the person who is 
receiving it. It is clear that there are many pitfalls to the work assignment process - what 
is an apparently simple process is much more difficult than it originally seems. 

What makas assigning work such a troublasome procass? 

There are a variety of things that can make the work assignment process work badly. A 
common problem is that sorne people believe that only they can do a particular jOb well; 
they have a "desire for pertectionism," or s belief in the "superiority of one's own work." A 
variation of this problem is that sorne people believe they can simply do it taster than others 
and do not want to take the time to "get the other person up to speed just yet.· 
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Others simply like to do the work they did befare they were promoted. Ironically, in some 
cases, managers see their staff as being deficient or not competent to do the task, while 
in others, they fear that the staff may be too competent and do the job too well. In either 
instance, the person is reluctant to give the job to someone else. 

Finally, getting olear agreements about work that is to be done requires that all parties are 
skillful communicators, and sometimes this skill is not as finely honed as it might be! 

The Benelita 

After considering all the problems that can take place with the work assignment process, 
it is helpful to recall the beneflts that can happen when people do it effectively. Most 
important, it gets the job done well, by the person who is c10sest to the work, the one who 
knows the most about it and who should be doing i1. In supervisory situations, it frees the 
supervisor up to do the work that is appropriate for that role, and serves as a very practical 
and effective path for employee motivation and development. In situations like the one 
which USAIO is facing - doing more things with fewer people - getting agreement and 
clamy around work assignments means that people's time, their scarcest resource, will get 
used wisely, and that there is a greater likelihood that "right" tasks will be done in a high 
quality way. 

What will make it work - an approach to collaborative work organization 

Traditionally, the term "delegation" has been used to describe the situatíon where one 
person assigns work to another. However, in addition to the issues depicted aboye with 
the work assignment process, we have come to believe that the word "delegation" is in fact 
problematic. Both in concept and in practice, it all too often seems to imply to people a 
sense of"dumping" tasks on others through some kind of one-way communication. Even 
the very term "delegate" reinforces this image - it derives from the Latín word delegare, 
which means "to send away .... 

As a precursor to improving the actual practice of assígning work, we thought it was 
absolutely critical to transform the concept, so we changed the name to "collaborative work 
organization" (CWO). By this, we mean a recognizable conversation about a work assign
ment between two or more parties. Although the term "collaborative work organization" is 
a mouthful, we think it captures the two-way, active, participative nature that needs to char
acterize work assignment conversations now. 

On a generallevel, most everyone agrees that doing CWO is a good thing. However, what 
we have found is that it is one of those simple concepts that is hard 10 carry out in practice. 
The specifics often elude people involved in the process. Therefore, we offer a number of 
explicit suggestions below that will help people improve their skills at CWO and make it into 
a very powerful tool that can be used to insure increased work quality and productívity. 
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What happena before the CWO conversation .... 

There are certain planning decisions one needs to make before engaging in a CWO 
conversation. It does not necessarily take a great amount of time to think about the CWO 
effort and to do the required planning, but it does call tor rigorous thought. Here are some 
of the decision points: 

1. What la the taak? 

Thls is a good place to start. The managerlteam leader needs to reflect on what Is it 
that is to be done or to be accomplished? What is the goal? How does it tit in to the 
larger agenda for the unit? Or is this in response to a crisis or a problem? If this is 
the case, then the problem needs to be clearly thought out. In general, the key 
questions here are the following: What is the task? How does this tit into broader 
strategies? Why is it important? 

2. Who should do the taak? 

Questions to consider here are the following: What are the strengths and weak
nesses of various people that might do this task? Who is the most appropriate persan 
to do it? How does the workload look? Are there any staff development consider
ations in deciding who should get this particular task? Is this a task that could be 
more productively done by pairing people up, or putting together a team to work on 
it? Would this multi-person approach increase quality? 

3. When dOGa the task need to be done? 

About how much time will this task take? Over what period? What are important 
deadlines? What might be some contingencies in this situation, things that could go 
wrong, or delay meeting deadlines? How might these be handled? What is the priority 
ofthis task relative to otherthings the individual orteam is working on? 

4. How do I ¡nvolve thla person In thG discussion of the task? 

In taking a collaborative approach lo assigning work, the managerlteam leader must 
consider how to create aclimate for a two-way discussion. What questions should be 
explored? How should the manager overcome any tendency to do most of the talking? 
What should be done ahead of time to allow the other person to prepare their 
thoughts tor the discussion? It may be important to make explicit the expectation that 
they will contribute their ideas and vlews, especially if the person ls not usad to giving 
input into work assignments. 
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In addition to thinking about how to make the conversation interactive, the 
managerlteam leader has three other factors to consider in planning how to involve 
this person in the discussion of the task. In order to support productive work, 
managers "have to make sure that participation is worthwhile and will make a 
difference to employees (the motivation), that people's knowledge and skills are 
assessed and upgraded (the ability), and that people have sufficient resources and 
authority to participate (the permission)." 

As a managerlteam leader approaches a CWO conversation with particular individual, 
he or she will want to consider how to discuss: 

• Motivation - As people do wOrk, they need to feel that their efforts are making 
an important contribution, that they are appreciated and that there is "something 
in it for them." What should be said about beneflts of this person doing this task? 
How should someone who is not highly motivated be approached around this 
task? 

• Ability - Managerslteam leaders need to help employees gain the knowledge 
and skills necessary to do a particular task. What assumptions are being made 
about this person's ability to do this task? A person who is new, or lacks skills 
may require more structure and support than someone who has demonstrated 
in the past that they are able to carry out a particular task. How should issues 
like needs for coaching or other support be raised during this discussion? 

• Permission - If someone is given a job to do wRhout the authority to do R, 
motivation dies and knowledge and skills are not put to use for the goOO of the 
organization. Employees must be given the support and resources to participate 
in a meaningful way. For many tasks, the difficult part for the manager is 
determining what it means to "share" decision making. Am I seeking input, but 
reserving the right to make final decisions? Are we agreeing that decislons wlll 
be made only afterwe both agree? 15 this person expected to make certaln kinds 
of declsions about thls task wlthout consulting me? 

To a certain extent, exactly how much the managerlteam leader needs to think through and 
answer these questions depends on the person who is being given the work assignment 
and the task involved. In any case, the manager needs to give some conscious thought as 
to how to make this conversation one where listening, asklng questions, coaching, shared 
goal setting, and consensus building are primary elements. 

This kind of plannlng doesn't need to take an extraordlnary amount of time, and lt can be 
done informally, (e.g., In the shower, driving to work). However, it is critical that thought 
be given to these ¡ssues at some point, or the manager runs the risk of having a sloppy, 
ambiguous and unproductive CWO sesslon. Now what about the CWO sesslon itself? 
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Six Elements of a Collaborative Work Organization Conversation 

In order to carry out an effective CWO conversation, the following elements must be 
included. They are numbered, but we are not suggestíng that they need to be carried out 
in any particular sequence. The key to a successful CWO conversation is ensuring that this 
is a two-way conversation throughout. 

1. Set a elimate for two way conversation 

To set the tone for participatíon, be explicit about the desire to engage in a two-way 
conversation. Often, this is an assumption he Id but never articulated, saving, "1 want 
to talk with you about this task, and I'd like to get your input as much as possible so 
we can work together and get agreement on how you will proceed." It is also 
important to state what is expected in the way of input. "1 want you to share your 
ideas and ask questions so we are both clear about the work to be done and the 
necessary support and resources to make it happen." 

Ensure that your actions are consistent with your stated desire to have input and 
participation. As you go through each of the steps, allow or solicit questions. Make 
it a two-way conversation. Provide an opportunity for the individual to share ideas 
about the task, to discuss altemative approaches, and to consider the impact of this 
new task on other assigned work. 

2. State what the task is 

After the normal opening pleasantries, the manager should begin by clearly 
describing what the task is and what you expect the person to do - "\ want you to ... ". 
Make sure you let the person know what you have already decided and what is 
open for discussion. Depending on the particular person and the task, it might in
volve saving the following: "1 want you to do this particular task - let me begin by 
describing exactly what we need as a written product, and than I will suggest how 
I want you to start....... On the other hand, it might begin as follows: "Here is this 
task, I know you have done somathing lika this with high quality many times in the 
past, and I want you to run with this one ... we can discuss together some of the new 
aspects .... ". 

3. Background, reasons tor the task, and its priorlty 

Share any important background information you think would help the person under
stand the task so that he or she could do it more completely and accurately. In 
cases where the task comes as a result of a front office decísion or mandate from 
AIDMlashington, say so. Be clear about the amount of control at the locallevel over 
the implementation of the task. Put the task in the perspective of overall unit goals, 
priorities, and other work being done by this individual. 
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4. Benefits of this individual dolng this ta.k 

5hare what you perceive to be the benefits of this person doing this task. These 
could be benefits in terms ot extra quality the person could bring to a particularly 
important task for the unit; it could involve a benefit in terms of staft development for 
that persono or something that is an important part of the employees work plan for 
this year. It could simply be a beneflt for the unit ir this person does the work. 
Avoid overselling - spending a lot of time trying to convince the person that he or 
she ought to do this particular task. Above all, do not try to falsify the importance 
of a task, or inflate something, or create a substantive reason when none exists. 
Finally, avoid talking about the benefits of the job before you have clearly stated 
what the task is. 

5. Reachlng Agreement on quality, level of effort and timeline 

It is essential in this conversation to reach c1ear understanding and agreement aboÚ1 
the quality of the service or product expected. For example. what would be an 
aeceptable product? What would be an extraordinary product? What are we 
shooting for in this instance? What level of effort will it take to achieve the quality 
we're aiming for? Are we all committed to that standard of quality and level of 
eftort? Whafs the real timeline you're aiming for? 

6. Clarity on next steps and agreement on an approach to monitoring 

Confirm agreement on steps to be taken to aecomplish the task. These could be 
intermediate steps - "so could you have a draft plan describing how you would 
approach this project to me by next Tuesday," or they might be all the steps 
necessary to complete the task - "OK, you'lI check with BilI in the Controller's Office, 
and get the figures back to me by COB tomorrow." Insure that the individual 
underslands the task and that there is agreement about what is expected in the way 
of an output - intermediate and final. Confirm the extent of authority and decision 
making that will be carried out by the employee. 

Finally, discuss how and when monitoring will oecur. Make a distinctlon here 
be1ween the kind of monitoring you need to feal comfortable about levels of prog
ress and quality, and the information you may want in order to deal with querias from 
others about progress on this task. 

How to hava a CWO Conversation -- CWO from the perspectiva of tha othar party 

So far we've looked at these six elements trom the standpoint of the person who has 
something that needs to be done, but as we said it's critical to make this interaction a two 
way street. It's not simply a matter of the supervisor "gjvjng" the staft member something 
to do. Both bring a lot to the conversation and it's critical to be able to take advantage of 
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what both bring. With this model, the emphasis is on the interests of both people. We are 
talking about an approach that requires both partíes to respond to each other in ways that 
are different from what we might see in a more "traditional" interaction where work is 
"assigned." When you look at a CWO conversation from the perspective of the "other" 
person, it is again important to think about two elements - preparation and the work plan 
conversation itself. 

Preparation - Quite often we do not think of the "other" person needing too much time to 
prepare tor a work plan conversation, and assume that it is up to the person initiating the 
conversation to have thought through what should happen. If you know ahead of time that 
you will be taking part in a work planning conversation, it can be very helpful to take a few 
minutes to think through several questions: 

• What do I know about the task we will be discussing? What additional information 
should I seek about too task before the conversation? What do 1 want to make sure 
I ask about during the conversation? 

• What ideas do I have about how to approach doing this task? 

• Who do I need to help me with the task? What support or authority do I need from 
the person initiating this conversation? 

• What other work am I doing now and how does this new task frt into current 
deadlines? How interested am I in this task? How much ownership do I feel? 

• What do 1 need to be doing with this person in this conversation to be making it a 
two way interaction? 

Typically those on the receiving end of CWO conversations see themselves as playing a 
passive role. For most people. being a "partner" in a CWO conversation requires a change 
in view of how they are supposed to behave in these kind 01 conversations. Thinking 
through these kinds of questions helps to prepare the "other person" to playa more active 
role in this interaction. 

Work Plan Conversatlon - Once you have given some thought to preparing, you're ready 
to have the conversation itself. Some of the actions you might want to take inelude: 

1. Be part of a two-way conversation. Let the other person know that you are 
interested and ready to contribute to the discussion about this task. Look for 
opportunities to demonstrate that you can actively contribute. 

2. Confirm your understanding of the task and what you are supposed to do. 
Repeat your understanding of the task in your own words. Share your ideas about 
the task and how it might be approached. Be prepared to talk about ~ you would 
see the task being accomplished. 
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3. As the conversation proceeds, ask questions, give input and summarize 
agreements. Ask questions to ctarify your own understanding of the task. If you 
don't understand something that is being said. paraphrase what you do understand. 
Contribute your ideas to make the result of this conversation even better. Look tor 
places to summarize agreements that have been made as the conversation 
continues. 

4. Be sure you understand the background and priority of this task. Ask 
questions that would give you information to do the task more completely and 
accurately. Think about the other work that you are currently doing. If necessary. 
ask "how does this task tit into other priorities?" lf you have concems about your 
interest in or ability to do the job (e.g .• Is it possible to meet this deadline? Are the 
necessary resources available? Do I have the skills that are needed? Do I feel 
committed to doing this task?), you should express them clearly to the other persono 

5. Reach agreement on quallty, level of effort and timeline. Vou may need to take 
the initiative to clarify - what are we aiming for in this instan ce. an "acceptable" 
product or an "extraordinary product?" 

6. Get clarity on next stapa and reach an agreement on how your performance 
of this task will be monltored. Confirm what steps you both have agreed to take 
to accomplish the task. Discuss how you will be monitored. When will you talk to this 
person again about this task? What is expected at that time? Don't let the 
conversation end it the next steps that you and the other person will be taking are 
nol clear to youl 
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Having trouble devising an appraisal system that measures 
both team and individual performance? 

Here's help, 

MAKING 
PERFORMANCE 

APPRAISAL WORK 
FORTEAMS 

Do you hear comments Iike these in 
yout organization? 

"Our performance-appraisal system 
gets in fue way 01 using tearos more effec
tively. We sliD reward only individuals, and 
thals undermining learoworlt: 

"1 kIlow '\\'e're supposed ID pay for ream 
performance, bUI I can'l figure out how to 
measure that lt's too subjective. And if 
you can '1 measure it, you can't manage it 
righ!?" 

"These 360" peer reviews are just popu. 
larity contests. What 1 want to kIlow is. 
how well is fuis tearo performing?" 

"Whyaren'! 1 busting ml' butt for fue 
team objectives? Well, Jet's see. rlfSt. ml' 
raise depends entirely on meeting my per
sOMI objectives. Second, my supervisor 
doesn't really kIlow what I'm doing on fue 
team. Jet alone how weU rm doing it Any 
more questinns?" 

1bese are some oí !he S)'ItlplDms oí a 
probletn that has grown in direct propor· 
tion lo Ihe spread of Ibe team concepl 
throughout !he American workpiace: the 
team-hostile performance-appraisal sys
tem. 

Teams are becoming an integrai way of 
Iife for American companies, In Ihe Au
tumn 1992 ¡ssue 01 Ihe American Como 
pensation ¡our.al, Edward Lawler and 
Susan Cohen summarized surveys Ihal 
showed lhat teams of variou. types are in 
use in nearly aII oí Ihe Furtune 1.000 com-

BY JACK ZlGON 

panies: 
• Eighty-seven percent of!hese iarge 

companies are using parallel leams
groups of individuals working outside and 
paraJiel to the existing organizational 
slrUcture, usually v.ifu !he purpose of im
proving quality'. Quality drdes and all 
sorts of temparar)' problem-solving !cams 
fall inlo this category. 

• AImost alllarge companies are us
ing proJect teams--usually cross-func
tional teams hrought logelher lO como 
plete a project lasting several monlhs lO 
several years. After lhe project is com
pleted. the team dísbands. Examples in
elude product·developmenl teams or 
teams charged wi!h opening a new 
pian!. 

• Nearly half of these companies now 
are using permanent work leams lo oc
compllsh their everyday business. These 
teams are no! outside !he organiza1ional 
structure, Ihey ore lhe organizational 
structure. 

Ifwe're going to use teams lo do a great 
deal of !he thinking, lhe pianning and Ihe 
wurking !hat goes on in out organizations, 
it stand s lo reason Iha! our human-re
source systems-performance appraisal 
in particular-oughl to suppart team per
formance. But Ihey generally don'!. And if 
those comments above sounded dis
turbingly familiar, you've gOl problems al 
your company, 

WIIA'l'S 1HE TROUBLE? 
An appraisal syslem is supposed lo be 

useful for cornmunicating expectations, 
for providing leedback fual helps people 
improve Iheír performance, and for dis
pensing psy and ofuer rewards. Why don'! 
our lraditional appraisal sysrems support 
teams as weU as they need to? There are 
severa! rcasans. 

• Most performance-appraisal systems 
were developed with only individual per
formers in mind, The ideas oi self·manag
ing, cross.functional and other work-team 
structures were too ncw or were used too 
infrequently lo take inlO account wben lo
day's systems were designe¡!. 

• Measuring team performance ís dif
ficult Cross-functional teams are oflen 
made up 01 well-educated, ereative and 
specíalized "knowledge workers." It's 
hard enough to measure !he perfor
mance of research scientists, grapbic 
artists and design engineers as individu
aIs. Put them 00 a cross-functional team to 
develop a oew product, and Ihe difficulty 
soars. fu addition to the problem oí devis
ing objective performance measures for 
white-collar work. it is often difficult lo de
cide where Ihe team ¡eaves 'off and !he in
dividuals begin. 

• DiUerent types of reams require dif. 
ferent approaches lo measurement. Many 
appraisal syslems use one common set of 
evaluation factors One obvious problem ís 

Jd ligon is /mSident ol/he Zigon Performance GrQUP. a management consulting firm 
i. Media, PA 
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lt's hard enough to measure the performance 01 research scientists as individuals. 
Put them on a cross-functional team, and the difficulty soars. 

fuat a "needs improvement" mting on Ihe 
"team player" scale jusI doesn't give a per
son fue sor! 01 specific feedback needed 
to improve performance. Another problem 
is lhat a projec! ream Iha! comes toge!her 
for a one-shot product rouout needs lo be 
measured differently Ihan a permanent 
work leam assigned to troubleshoot and 
ínstall computer systems. TIle project 
team wHl derive íls measures entirely 
!mm !he QuaIity oí its deliverab1es (for in-
• Iance. the product specificatiOllS, packag
ing and training materiaJs it produces) and 
!mm fue eventual success of fue product 
on Ihe market Far !he permanent work 
team. on Ihe olher hand. performance 
measures wíll spring al Ieast in parl fmm 
Ihe ongoing work processes the team uses 
to mee! ils customers' needs. 

Furfuer complicating Ihe matter is lhat 
cross-functíonal teams are much harder to 
mensure !han homogeneous teams. A lID
mogeneous team is made up of many pea
pie doing !he same job-IO customer-ser
vice reps in 10 regions. for instance. Once 
you've developed measures for one rep, 
!he ofuer reps will be ahle lo use Ihem un
changed. Thís sharing of individual mea· 
sures won't apply lo a cross·functionaI 
team Ihat is made up oi five players wilh 
differenl jobs and expertise . 

• TIle quality movemenl has down
played Ihe potential contribution of ap
praisal syst.ems. The late quality gnru W 
Edwaros Deming went so lar as lo declare 
lhat appraisals should be abolished as 
lhey are inherenlly destructive s)'>tems 
fuat actually defeal !he purpose oi improv
ing performance. 

But American companies have nol 
abandoned performance appraisals. and 
lor gand reason. Deming was only partly 
right PoorIy designsd systems should be 
thrown OUL On !he orher hand. !he psyoff 
fmm a weik1esigned appraisal syst.em can 
beencrmous. Forínstance, Yellow Freig!¡t 
System Inc .• a trucking company based in 
OverJand Park, KS. documented S20.8 
million in performance improvements af· 
ter installing a new appraisal system. 

FlVE KEYS 
APPraísal system. don't have lo be hos

tile to teams. Here are five keys lo design
íng a syst.em fual supports and improves 
the performance 01 teamS-and also the 
individual. who compose memo 

1. Tíe the team~ results lo the organiza
túJn, goals. To appraise fue performance 
01 tearas. we need ro fin<! measurements 
lhat apply lO important goals Ihat!he tearo 
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is supposed lo accomplish. The results we 
want to measure shace two cbaracteris
tics: The team mus! cootrollhe thing, and 
fue thing must contribute lo Ihe organiza· 
tion's success. 

To do fuis, obviously. we fu-st have to 
understand .lGIctly what it is Ihat Ihe team 
is supposed lO do. aod how mat fits with 
what Ihe organization as a whole is trying 
to do. A helpful place to begio is to look al 
!he organizat:ionallevel on which Ihe team 
150perating . 

The way you measure performance 
should vary with !he difierent jobs and levo 
els in your organizanon. Measures !hat 
make sense in the exeeutive su!te can 
cause aII sorts 01 dysfunctional behavior if 
applied indiscrintinately al lower levels. A 
performance-pyramid model devised by 
Cambridge. MA. consultant Kelvin Cross 
(see Figure 1) is useful lor 1dentifying the 
right kind 01 measures for different levels 
Di an organizatinn. 

At Ihe highest level oi the pyramid. 
eros. propases, strntegy is key. To rate!he 

performance of executives (or an execu· 
tive team), mereíore. fue measures tbat 
most eoncero us should be fuose fuat eval
uate Ihe suecess 01 me overall business 
strntegy: How many sales doIIars have we 
generated !mm our entry into !he matero 
nity·fashiOllo market? How many new out· 
Jets have we opened this year? 

A business unit (division, profit center, 
ete.) io interested in two general kinds oi 
measures-fmancial and market·related. 
F'mancial measures of a business unit's 
performance include Ihings like sales do!
lars, ROl and stock value. Marlcet mea
sures inelude grawth in market share, 
changes in market ,bare relative to !he 
nearest competilor and so oo. If a team is 
responsible for guiding a business unit
and has substantial control over me whole 
unit-those are me kinds 01 mensures by 
which we want to judge ilS performance. 

Moving down Ihe pyramid, me work 
has to get done inside fue business units 
using SOrne opernting system or business 
process-some sequence of steps tha! 

FIGURE 1 
CROSS' MODEL FOR IDENTIFYlNG PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

ATVARIOUS LEVELS OFTHE ORGANl1ATION 

Customer ! 

satisfactiOll: 

Quality Delivery 

_ Ex!emaI effectiveness .. .. 

Cycle 
time 

WasIe 

Inli!mal efficieney ___ 



Deming was only partly right: 
Poorly designed appraisal systems should be thrown out. 

starts with. say, a customer order and 
ends up wilh a satisfied customer. In most 
companies, this sequence 01 steps cuts 
across the organization 's hierarchical 
structure. To achieve tbe financial and 
marlret goals. lhe business operating sys
tem must improve perlormance in three 
general areas: customer satisfaction (mea
sured, perhaps, via surveys, locus groups 
and repeat business); flexibility/innova· 
tion (number 01 new products introduced, 
reductions in product cycle times); and 
productivity (measured in terms 01 vol
urne, cost reduction and so on). 

For a team working at lhe department or 
work-unit level, customer satisfaction boils 
down to questions 01 quality and delivery: 
meeting the customer's quality require
ments and delivering when you say you 
will. Measuring lhese factors núght inelude 
counting customer complaints and track
ing delivery dates or lhe milestones in a 
product-development process. Olher major 
concerns at lhe work·unit level include cy
ele time and waste. Waste might be mea
sured, lor example, by counting lhe num-

ber 01 production delays due to botched 
"handoffs" from one unit to anolher. 

Those are lhe kinds of goals and mea· 
surements we ought to be looking for 
when we set out to appraise the perfor
mance 01 teams. 

2. Begin with the team's customer,¡ and 
the work process the team follows to satisfy 
their needs. Creating team measures pro
gresses more quickly if you start wilh lhe 
team's customers. Using process map
ping, a technique from lhe "re-engineer· 
ing" tool kit. you can ereate a graphic pic
ture of lhe work process lhe team uses to 
meet its customers' requirements: alI of 
lhe steps and handolfs lhat occur on lhe 
way to producing lhe team's final product 
The technique works especially well if lhe 
team is responsible for an ongoing pro
cess such as order fulfillment. 

A process map will show you lhree po
tential measuring points. First. the final 
product the customer receives can be 
evaluated in terms of the customer's re
quirements. Second, the handoffs be· 
tween teams can be evaluated based on 

TABLE 1 

delivery and quality. Third, the process 
steps can be evaluated based on waste and 
cycle time. 

If lhe team is responsible for a one-time 
project such as developing and launching 
a new product a better starting point !han 
lhe process map may be lhe final product 
and lhe list of project "deliverables"-the 
concrete tasks or accomplishments lhat 
have to be completed on lhe way to lhe fi· 
nal product A project team at Lauisville. 
KY-based Kentucky F ried Chicken Corp. 
lhat is responsible for a new rotisserie
chicken product has its final results mea
sured using sales, operations and financia! 
metrics. As part of lhe project. lhe same 
team produced nine deliverables, each 01 
which also could be measured: restaurant 
modifications, product specifications, a 
marketing plan, a training package, com
puter-system modifications and so on. 

3. Measure both team and individua! per
formance. Understanding lhe team's objec
tives is only lhe flJ'St step toward building 
an effective appraisal system. Each team 
member also needs a elear understanding 

PARTIAL ROLE-RESULT MATRIX FOR AN OIL EXPLORATION TEAM 

Tasks~ 1. GeologicaI Mapping 2. Reservoir Analysis 3. Well History and 
~Players Perlonnance 

Exploitation • Subsurface interpretation • Lag analysis • Lag correlation 
Geologist • Volurnetric maps • Zaneidentification 

Geophysicist • Seismic interpretation • Amplitude and a!tribute 
• New exploitation and studies 

exploration prospects • Volumetric maps 
• Subsurface interpretation 

Exploration • Newtrends • Recognition of depositional • Lag correlation 
Geologist • New exploration prospects environment • Zane identification 

• Lag analysis 
• Volurnetric maps 

Reservoir • Reservoir parameters which • Reservoir characterization • Production and 
Engineer affect mapping • Material balance evaluation performance anomalies 

• Volurne forecasts -
• Analogies identified 

Production • Descriptions of well mechanics 
Engineer • Production and performance 

anomalies 
• Volurne forecasts 
• Analogies identified 
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, 

Some work can't be meaningfully measured with numbers. 
This is ofien mistaken for an enormous problem. 

oC Ihe individual objectives he must meet 
lO support !he team's common objectives, 
One way to clariIY Ihese individual objec· 
tives is to define Ihe roles of eaeh team 
member in tems oí accomplishments 
Ihat suppcrt!he team's 'work process, 

a chart and be reminded ai Ihe key Ihings 
she is supposed lo contribute. And Ihe 
manager or appraisal·system designer 
could look at !he chart and fllld plenty oC 
oppcrlUnities for measuring performance. 

4. SllOot for verifiabilily. Do" ~ try lo mea· 
sur. everything U$Íng numbe1S. Sorne work 
can'! be meaningfully measured with 
numhers. This is afien mistaken for an 
enormous problem. Work ca" always be 
described usiog words. The key is verlfia
bility. Can we verilY lhat Ihe performance 
standard has beco met or exceeded? H so, 
lhe standard wiil be useful as a 1001 for 
communicating expectations, offering 
feedback and dÍl¡pensing rewards. 

A eonvenient way to do Ibis is 10 ereate 
a matrix lilre Ihe one shawn in Table L 
Along lhe lop oí !he matrix, lis! lhe key 
Ia.ks lhe team musl aceomplish-Ihe 
ones you identified while mapping Ihe 
leam's work process. Down Ihe left side, 
lis! Ihe players on me team. Inside each 
ceU are Ihe valuable aeeomplishmenls 
ellCh member contributes lO !he team. 

The roie-result matrix shown in Table 1 
is a píece 01 a larger matrix (the original 
had 12 process sleps and 10 ream mero
bers) developed fur a cross.funclional oi!· 
exploration learo al Ibe American Explo
ration Co. in Houslon. As you can see, 
each member oC a tearo eould look at such 

While numbers are easy to verify, de-
scriptive performance standards can be 
just as useful if Ihey have Ihree compo
nem.: a judge, factors Ihe judge looks for, 
and a verifiable description of what repre
sents meeting expectations. 

TABLE2 
VERIFIABLE PERFORMANCE SfANDARDS 

FOR A GRAPIDC ARTISf 

Accomp6shment 

Product logos 
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pe¡ fm manee Measures & Standards 

L Al! agreed-upcn deadlines are met 
2. Vendor costs are within Ihe agreed-upcn bndgct 
3. Designer's hours are within ± ¡(IX, of!he agreed-upcn 

budget 
4. Supervisor is satisfied !hat!he logo: 

a Reproduces weU in varions sizes and in tbree 
dimensions. 

b. Can be used as me color, Jine art and half-tone 
versions. 

c. Conveys!he fonction of Ihe product 
d. Has a strOIlg' identity and readl¡ welL 
e. Uses type in a unique manner. 
f. Has high-quality art 

5. Client is satisfied Ihat tbe: 
a lmage conveyed lo Ihe public is Ihe image Ihe 

citent wants to convey. 
b. Message is c1ear. 
e, ÚlgO is easily recognizable. 
d, Typeface matches Ihe personality 01 

product/pmgram. 
6, Exceeding expectations = TIle logo desigr¡ "ins an 

award: customers say Ihey are excited about using 
!he logo:!he logo is used lor lOyears; Ibe lago graph· 
ie gets public recogoition wilhout tbe accompanying 
tex!. 

RL PoIk & Co .• a direct·mail publisher 
based in Detroit employs graphic artists 
who create .Iogos for new products. Table 
2 shows an example of Ihe verifiable pero 
formance measures PoIk has created, us. 
ing both numbers and descriptions to de
fine what a good job of logo desigr¡ looks 
like at lhis company. 

While each factor in Ihe table requires a 
subjective judgment, Ihe graphic artlst 
knows who is making tbe judgment and 
what Ihe jndgc will see if!he lago is a good 
one, .ti. logo Ihat can't be read al bolh haJf· 
inch and 12·loot sizes doesn'! meet Stan
dard 4-a One that can'! work in black and 
white as well as in tour coIors doesn't mee! 
Standard 4-b. And nole that Standard 6 de
scribes what would have to occur far tibe 
logo 10 be considered exceptimally good: 

5. Trai. lhe team la create ils ow. mea· 
sures. The process of definíng common 
tearo objectives plus individual roles and 
objectives aecomplishes two things, Flrst, 
it helps tibe tearo develop jnto a more co
hesive U1Út Secand, it gives Ihe team Ihe 
measurement system it needs to be self
managing. 

The skills and knowledge nceded to 
ereate 8uch a measurement system can 
be taught using self-paced training materi
als, sample performance objectives. and a 
trained lacifitator 10 answer questions aod 
give feedback. While !he flrst draft of !he 
tearo's objectives can be created very car· 
ly in lhe team-development process, Ibe 
tcaro needs to know how to refine Ihe oh
jectives as time passes and changes occur. 

UPGRADING YOUR SYSI'EM 
You don't necessarily need 10 junk your 

present appraisal aystem and start anew in 
order lo apply Ihe .hove principies. You 
mar be able 10 upgrade !he ene you've al
ready got Here's how 10 go about it 

L RtvUw lhe S)'SIem$ o/Jjtctives. Does 
!he system still tit !he organization's busi
ness needs? What are Ihe aystem's goaIs? 
How do executives. managers and work· 
ers rate !he system in terros oi usefulness, 
lairness and accuracy? Goals Ihat aren't 
being mel or low ratings 01 usefulness, 
fairnes. and aceuracy may point lo the 
need lor a more extensive redesigr¡. 

2. Decide /he link la Ihe [lay system. Do 
you want lo pay for individual as well as 
tcaro perfumance? What will be Ihe reJa. 
tive weight. oí Ihe two? How will tlle do!
lars be allocaled aeros. busioess units Ihat 
perform at difieren! levels? How much 
will pay decisions depend on !he supervi
sors judgment vS. a defined pay scale? 



Instead 01 arbitrarily assigning weights to team and individual objectives, 
consider allowing the supervisor and employee to negotiate . 

3. Build /he link to teams into the system. 
If your appraísal fonn depends on written 
explanations of objectives and actual 
progress, leave space on it for team objee
tives. If categories are )lsed (such as 
'quality" or 'cusromer service"), add one 
or more foc team performance and add a 
page that defines !he team's comrnon oh
jectives. 

lnstead of arbitrnrily assigning weights 
to team and i:ndMdual objectives. ronsider 
aJJowing !he supervisor and empIoyee to 
negoti.ate and agree on !he relaIive priori
ties of the different objectives. Define 
ways lo ga!her feedback frem multiple 
sources. induding customers inside and 
outside !he team. 

4. Creat. txlJmples 01 team and individu
al ob;ectives. No!hing helps employees 
wrile useful performance objectives more 
!han exampJes of good measures from ac· 
tual company positions. Choose a success
fui leam as a model and develop perfor
mance measures and objectives for !be 
team and each i:ndMdual member. 

Considerincluding exampJes oí lOor 15 
other jobs that are elther difficult to mea
SUTe oc that turn up frequently throughoul 
the company in simi\ar OC idenúcal guises 
(secretarY. supervisor; sales rep). Provide 
!bis collection of examples lo everyone 
who creates performance objectives. Cre
ate a simi\ar colJection of enlklf-year ap
praísal exampJes to improve !he quality of 
!he feedback given to !he employees. 

5. Troi. tvef)fJody to use /he system. Cre
ate a job aid that provides step-by-step in
structions fur how lo create performance 
measures. Write a seU-paced module that 
expIains how to do each step. and pn:lI'ides 
exampIes, work sheets and feedback. Teach 
10caI traíners to provide feedback and an
swer quesdons wIúIe the team ]s wotking 
through!he dpaced traíniDg mcduIe. 

6. Et1I2bmte lUId l'II/iM tM .,mm. No ap
praisal system works periectly !he f1rst 
time. EvaIuate il to determine how weIl it 
ís achievíng its goaIs and where ít needs to 
improve. Monitor employee and supervi
sor opinions to track !he usual dip in satis
faction and ensure that !he new system is 
índeed better!han !he prevíous one. 

TEAM-FRlENDLY 
Team-hostile appraísal $Ystems are usu

aIIy!he result of poor design and a lack of 
effectíve measurement models. We can 
make appraísal systems more t:eam-friend· 
]y by revísing them lo aIign organízational 
goal!; with team goals early in !he teanHle
velopmenl process. Deciding bow pay will 

. ~" ......... . 
link lo bo!b individual and tearn perfor
mance will help us figure out !he kínds 01 
ínfonnation well need to make !bese pay 
decisíons. 

Concentratíng on veriflability ra!her 
!han exclusively numeric measures alIows 
us lo set performance objectives fur many 
more teams and individual tearo mem
bers. Providing exampJes and step-by-step 

ínstructions will help new and oId leams 
create the talIored performance measures 
theyll need lO commUllÍcate dear expec
talions and to provide !hemselves wi!h 1015 
of useful feedback. 

Measuríng learo performance ís dIff~ 
cult bul not impossible. And it can pay off 
in better quality, shorter cycle times, and 
improved customer satisfaction. [J 



IH TMI. aanCLI 
Seif.Dtrr!Clat Teams. Pe!'!,.. Ht!t'1E'u' 

Pf',:formatlce Jlal1af(emt!l,f (lml.1ppralsai 

The Power of 
Peer Review 

By iYIARTIl\ L. M\ISAY A.'D HO\,"ARD LEHTO 

Peer ret'zeU's are a wayfor teams lO SUpp0l1 eacb member m improuing borb i¡ldir,:idual 
and organization pe¡jormance" Tbe team facilitator plays a crucial role, 

O ur orgamzatíon was commg 
to the end of another peer" 
performance review session. 

A team of engíneer5 had just 
revíewed a team member's perfor
mance, A Veter3n englneer known 
for his gruff outlook saíd, "1 thought 
that peer revtews we:re a way foT' 
managers 10 shirk lheír dury. BU! rm 
Impressed. Thi.s has great poten"al.'· 

What make5 peer-performance 
reY1ews so pO"'erful? In our case. the 
answer goes back 10 1987, when 
Clark Matenal Handling Companv
Ihen headquartered in Lexíngton. 
Kentucky-faced a lough markel
place. CMH had c10sed !Wo plants. 
Al ¡he same tlme. it was buí/ding a 
new facrory in Lexíngton 10 produce 
electnc forklift "-Jcks. 

The nev.' facrorv would operate ir. 
a new wav-,,:rough self-directed 
wori< leams. C.IH·s preemplovmenr 
assessmem center would focus on 
people's .bililles 10 work in leams. 
Tr.inmg pro¡¡ram. would be 
designed lo create group competen
cíes. And a periormance-revtew slls
tero would be áeveloped to remforce 
the competenctes and other stan
dards of excellen=e. 

From the oUlSet. a malor goal was 
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!O move from supervlsor-Ied perfor
mance re:Vle:ws to peer~ba5ed perfor
mance revlews. 

BII 1992. mar goal seemed feaslble. 
Work reams were funcuonmg well in 
lhe Lexíngton facrory and ín a newer 
planr in Danville. Kentuck". Team 
members were expected tO manage 
the!! own work schedules. to engage 
In group problem sol "mg, and to 
ínteracr effecttvel" with each other 
and other reams. To rhose ends. the 
company had provided tr:lIomg in 
interpersonal .kills. effecttve meet
ing., problem solviog. and business 
processes. 

Now. the teams seemed marUre 
enough to Start conductíng peer-per
formance appraisal •. Bu! f"sl. the\' 
needed the "ppropruue tr:uning. 

Advisory commutees 'tvere e$tab~ 
¡¡shed al each of lhe Kenruckv 
planls and al corporate offíees. The 
commmees-composed of mana
gers at each facilir}°-\\'ere respon51~ 
ble for assesstng their locallons 
"alning needs and for ensuring 
!ramIng deltvef\'. :Vlan\' of lhe tdenti
fted lralnmg needs were technicaL 
olhers were behavtoral. One need 
was to Corree! and lmprove orhers 
performance. 

Getting started 
The ftrst order of business was te 
selecr a madel for peer-performance 
reviews. In one model. teams could 
provide input tmo supen'isors 
fe\'iew •. An alternau\"e "'as for the 
teams tO conduct renews \ytthoUl 
,"vol","g supen t.Uf>. The adviso" 
commmee ~¡ the Dannlle planl 
chose " model :n ,,-hich re"lews are 
conducled both b\' an employee'; 
\Vork-team members and bis or he' 
supef\'lsor. In many instances. 
employees supel\'tsors or managers 
are members of the!! lVork reams. 

A faci!ita¡or '\\'ould previde train
ing lo ¡eams on conducling peer
based revle",s. ¡¡uide leam members 
through ¡he appraisal precess. and 
facilullle rhe actual ,e"tews. 

Nexl. ¡he plam s rearos were 
traíned in conducung an aClual peer
performance' "ppralsaL Managers 
IOSlsled on bemg ft<sr ro be revíewed 
by lhe" peers. Plam manager David 
Rhodus said. "\V'e can I expect other 
teams [Q submn to peer reviews if 
¡he' mana~emem team doesn·r." 

OveraÜ. the resultS oí the trial tun 
wefe posltlve. ~lana¡¡rers gaíned an 
mcreased apprectauon of lhelr coí
lea!lues lobs. Saíd one manager tO 



"111o[her. "f had no Idea mcrrs what \'OU 
jld," Another manager pOlnled OUl 
:ilal the team had a responslbihrr ro 
:ldp rmprove me perfurmance of team 
:""mbers who gOl lo" r3Wlgs on merr 
re\'lé~VS, In effect. the te:lm (ook own
""Ilip oC its member> rnWlgs and metl' 
ndl\'lduai improvement 

The managers declded 10 Impie
!llenr peer-peffofm~nce rene~'s 
:i1roughoul lhe Danvllle piam, The 
Lexm~lOn plam follo,,'ed SUIL .\!Id 3 

lkpartmem a! corporal e headquar
;,,,, .150 began ímpiememíng peer 
r1:\'ie\\"s. 

Tbenewsystem 
Tlle n~' appraisal svstem COnslSrs of 
I\\'O phases: revie'\\' and feedback, 
Dunng Ihe re"le'\\' pha,e, the team
In [he absence of the memb~r bemg 
r~\'1eWed--dlscusse5 {he tearnm:ue ~ 
perrormance. ag:rees on ;l raung. and 
produces a written re\'iew, f n rhe 
f~db:lck seSSlOn. ream members dls
CU5S the ratin~ ~·1th the reVte~\' sub~ 
It:!'ét and enc~ura!le him or her to 
respond, The facilitaror partieipates 
m e3eh phase. 

Each work tea.m n~'cel\'eS traming 
Immediatelv before II Is abaut to con
duct ilS fU'Sl peer-based revie'\\'. When 
'e,'eral people leave a team, me tram
Ing is repeated for me ne'\\' members. 
.\Iost of the trammg focuses on the 
reYIt:t\" phase. m which te!lm mem
hers examme [h~ entena for ratJng 
,helr peers. T"plcalh-, ream member5 
.Ir\! aIread\' f;.¡mlhaf \\-Hh ~I\'mg: :mc 
ft.:t:t:lnn!! tet!dh;'H .. :k ;Jnd "'uh group 
J~"namlcs. hecause oi pasr ~'ork-team 
Ir~ming ín mrerperson:ú and omer rel
e"anr skills, 

Some uf the trnirung lakes the íorm 
of á simulated peer re,'íe"', Durmg 
trainins. a temporar)' empio\-ee 
~!lrees 10 be lhe re,'te'" 5ubiec!. 10 
make [he tr~lIning ,as experíenucrl as 
posslble P:UtlClp::mrs h::l",e rhe ao\"anw 

la!,e oí tramm!( "'rth a "Ii,'e' subíec! 
whom Ihe)' knm,' GeneraJl,', lempo
r;.lCY employees at C.\lH aren t re
\"Iewed on a regular hasJs. The tramo 
tng I~ rhought of as an ,actuaJ re\"lt:"1;\' 
that doesn t coum, ,\bout .,0 percen! 
al' C:'IH's workforee IS made up of 
lemporan' emplo\'ees, 50 fínding 
re"le"- sub¡eas tor the tr:umng hasn, 
heen a probiern. 

In rhe first step 10 the actual 
;.¡ppnl1sai proce~s, leam members 

flmIiíanze themselves wlth the com
pan\' s 10 standard, 01 exceilence: 
I quality of work 
• 10b kno,,'ledge and skills 
., work pert"ormance 
• adaptabílirv and tlextbilil\' 
" CU5romer reiauons 
• saferv and housekeepm,: 
• dependabilit,· and rehabtht\' 
• inniauve 
• stewardship 
» imerpersonaJ reiatlons and team
work, 

Team members abo look O\'er rhe 
scortng syslemo 
• O-Needs much ,mprovemenr. 
Performance does not mee! reqUtre~ 
mems: subsmnllal progress IS needed. 
• I-Needs Impro\'emenr. Perfor
mance ofeen oOt:!S no( meet requlre
mems: \'isibl~ room for lmprO\'emem 
~X1StS. 

» 2-Good and competent. Perfor-

Ol\E PERSa\' GAVE 

A TEAYlMATE A LOW 

RATI\'G BECACSE HE 

"DID:'-l'T LlKE THE 

s.O,B," THE RATI:'JG 

WAS RAISED 

manee norm:lU~' meets hJSIC :-equlre· 
ments and may exceed t:'xpected le\"
els In sorne cases, 
• 5-Highl;- effeeti,'e, Performance 
usually exeeeds requtrements and 
mav far exceed expected le,'els in 
some ureas. 
• +--Outstandins. Perform:tnce con
síslentlv far exceeds requlfemems 
and is Ylsihly superior 10 that of most 
others. 

The maXlmum tOlal posSlble is 40 
pOtnes. :\1 thi!5 stage, te:lm member!'i 
generaUv ¡mua!e a dlSeusslon abour 
expect.1tlons. \\;'hat are the re:lm .s 
expectations of tht: ~eam member 
hetng re",e"'ed? Whar are rhe team s 
expectallOrlS 01 ,tself: 1 n terms of tbe 
peer reVle"', eaeh !eam member has 
to have [he same t:xpectltlons oi och
ers and hIm- or hersdL Other\'\'lse. 
the 10 st:lndards of exceHence aren t 
é'quuabie. Through tne :lctU:lI ap~ 

praisal process, rhe expectal10ns are 
cornrnurucaled in specific lerms to me 
re\'Íew subJect and to me te:un. 

Sorne leam members ma\' realize 
that they arent knowiedgeable about 
,e3eh orher's jobs, Tha! is especiallv 
tme among employees wím diverse 
responsibilíties, The facílil:uor in
strucr5 any team member who i5 
unsure aboul 3 review subject's job 
to gh'e average ratings at first, and 
then to .djus! the ratings as other 
team members provide observauons 
and documemation, 

A crítical .speet of the peer
revle'" process is obsen'able beha\'
ior. The facilitator's toughes! rask is 
ro make team members understand 
tha! evaluaüons mus¡ be based on 
acrual observauons. Opjnions and 
feelings dont confit. Péer reviews 
can t rum imo te3m hugs or opporru
nities for revenge. 

Consider the case of a te3m mem
ber who gave one of rus tenmma!es 
a total ralÍng of 10 (OUI of a possibie 
-t0) beca use he -didn'¡ like Ihe 
S,O_B, - The facililalor asked for 
observable behavlor to SUppOIt !he 
rating, and !he rater couldn't provide 
ir. The raüng 'vas raísed, And rhe 
rater leamed tha! figures ha,'e 10 be 
backed by faas, 

The observations musI be made 
throughout the 12 months befare me 
reyiew, tO eliminat" the "halo 
effece-the tendency to a!low 3n 
empioyee s recent behavior 10 color 
á rater s opinion of ¡he empioyee's 
aCl10ns over a longer penad, In addi
tíon, ratings should be based on 
behavior tha! is lhe norrn. nOI lhe 
exception-whether the beha,'ior ís 
good or bad. 

Team members are required 10 
proYide specífic information on a 
peer's perform:tnce. -She does good 
work" or -He lels us down a lot" is 
nor 3n aecep!able statement tO sup
pOr! a rating. T cam members must 
give actual excrmpies or statiscics
such as, "Quality assuranee has 
logged onh' ¡"'O defects against her 
aH year, , or -He has been absenl 12 
davs mis vear,' 

'Peopíe' mav find Iha! managers on 
,he ream haye more specific input 
than do other members, For exam
pie, an engtneenng manager, who 
asked 10 be last to glve a r3Wlg, ga\'e 
rhe revlew subject a much lower 
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Points for tite Facilttator / 
Trainer 
Here are several important fac
tors in building 3n e(fecuy". 
team-based peer-performance 
reVlew svstem: 
• Selea' and review a model of a 
peer-perfonnance review svstem. 
• Review vour organizalion s 
standards oi e"cellenee. 
• Review Ehe raling syslem and 
criteria for each seore. 
• Establish e"pectations for 
teams as a who!e and fo! each 
membet. 
• Ensure tha! ratings ate based 
on observable behavior. 
• Define good documentauon 
and how (O produce ie 
• Help patticipantS Qvercome a 
lack of knowledge abou! other 
leam members' ¡obs. 
• Incorporale supervlsors and 
managers' input as peer mput. 
• Determine Ihe meaning of 
consensus and ways 10 acrue,'e 11, 

t Commit to ~no surprtses.·' 
Requíre !eam members lO be con
tinuously supportive of each other. 

seore th:m had nonmanagenal ream 
members, In di.scussmg the dí.patlt\', 
rhe leam found !hat the mana!!"r had 
sole acees. ro dala thar índiea!ed !he 
emplovee "'asn'( perform,nf! "'ell, In 
responst:" tO the manager 5 documen· 
raUon. the (eam lowered itS raun!'l. In 
the process, leam members beeame 
aware of the manager's expecrallons 
and realized Ihal rheir teammate 
needed Eheir help 10 imprm'e. 

One role of Ihe facilitalor 's tO 
help team members reach consensus, 
Desplte tr::üning '" [har art!:l. re:lms 
can hO\'e difficultv a!lreem~ on the 
raung ¡¡,,'en to a te::lm member. 
Somenmes. le~m memb"" ",,11 qUlD
bl" over tenths 01' a pOlnt. el'en 
when lhe final 10lal score "'on 1 be 
,1'fected, Th" facditator ,ho"', lh" 
team [har consensus means corntng 
lO a decision each memb"r can sup
porr. "ven ",hen the final declSIon 
may no( be cveryone's flrst chOIce. 
\\Iila¡ 's unponant Is lhat caen team 
member has a suíricienr opporeunuv 
'o mlluence [he fmal outcome, 

LaSL the tacllitator emonas,zes 
rh.::lt rhefe ~hü111d be no :,urprtst" .. 

during a review, Teams shouldn't 
colleet negauve data all year and 
[hen dump criticísm on an employee 
at re",e'" time, Insread. ream mem
hers ha,'e a responsibilily lo help 
each olher perform welL once they 
kno", the performance expeet:1t!ons, 
enforeunarely. sorne people reson tO 
fing"r poinring in peer reviews, 
Inslead 01' accusing the review sub
,eeL the team should examine Irs 
own faílure 10 eommunicate expecra
tlons clearly and 10 help ["3m mem
ber, meel goals. 

Pear raviaw. in actlon 
Once leams are trained in conducl
mg peer revie,,'s. the actual revlews 
can begin. Iypically around the 
vearl\' anniversarv of an emplovee's 
ftrst dav on the iob, 

The' employee prepares documen
tauon on his or her performance dur
íns the pasl year, 10 remind Ihe leam 
of strenglhs and aecomplishments, 
The employee may present the doc
umentallon to lhe team before the 
rev",w, ~any emp!ovees prefer lO 

hand over the documentation and 
leave. letting ir speak for itself. The 
leam compares lhe employee's own 
documentation with Ihe company's 
standards of e"cellenee, Team mem
bers discuss and agree on a rating 
for the employee on each slandard, 
One member records salíem com
menr., The entlre process can take 
írom 90 mmutes tO four hours, 

Alter Ihe reVlew se.sion, the 
recorder's nOles are lranscnbed lO 

produce a wrílten review. Team 
members look over the notes. make 
correcrions, and sign Ihe revie"" 
Thal can lake up lO a week. Then 
team members ask Iheír teammate !O 

jolO Ihem for Ehe feedback session. 
Dunng feedhack. the !eam tries to 

rnake the te:lm member reel comfon
Jble, lt dcesn'l force Ihe review sub

, ,ec[ 10 Slt ar the head of Ihe rabie or 
across fmm Ihe rest of rhe group, A 
deslgn:l!ed ¡eam member reads lhe 
commems and rallns for each stan
dard, Team members encourage 
lhetr teammare to ask for clarifica
llon, and thev frequentlv ínter¡ect 10 
explalO Ihe ream's thinklns on eacn 
raung, 

Desp'te the bes! ¡menuons, feed
back ,eS'lOns can be difficul¡, But 
the\' also can clanfv tne teams per-

formance expectation" ami kau 
gteater commnment fmm {t:!am r 
bers to hdp e:leh orher work ~ 

In ane instance~ ~ team disi 
one m"mh"r' s houS<!ke"ping h 
at his workStallon on the ""se 
lineo 111e teanfs expet.:tatiofl "'a! 

me are-J should be k"rt n"at. Ye 
sloppy "mployee receiv""¡ a hi!d 
ing on productiYitv. The u::.tm 
rum mar it admited his ahilil:\' lO 

plele tasks efftciemlv. hUI it '"xp 
rum tO keep his ,,,roCk are-.l liUy, 

A leam membet said_ -1 !mo" 
don'l Iike ¡he criticism_ bu! it's 
We aU agree. You'U ha ve 10 

work 15 minules before the ," 
the shifl to elean up. Or. "'e'U , 
do,,'n me assembly Jine to hdp ~ 

In such situarions. [he facilit; 
,ob IS cmicaL If he or .he ha, 
tered a supportive armosphere 
ensured rha[ review commenr 
based on observable behavio, 
re\',ew subiect can benefil from 
ath'e feedback. rather lhan fe 
attacked. 

-There are no negatives ÍI 
feedback session, - says one fa, 
toro "There are only opponuniti 
improve,-

Interestingly, teams often hay 
ficulry evaluating new emplo' 
who are firsr reviewed afte 

'"1 K:-IOW YOU DO~ 

LIKE THE CRITICIS 

Bt.:T IT'S TRUE. 

WE ALL AGREE" 

months on Ehe ¡oh. New employ' 
C~IH lend tO be self-mouvaled 
plavers, due rnainly lO a rughly' 
m'e preemplovrnent assessmen1 
tem. C,onsequently. teamS lend t( 
ne'Y emplovees as -highly effee 
based largely on Ehe new emplo 
apparent eagemess tO le:un. But 
employees aren'l Iikely to . 
exceeded ex:pectations by !he lÍll 
meir first reviews. II fa1ls lO me j 
tator 10 help team members re 
;hat high ratmgs may nor be appr 
ate ior new employees, 

:-Ianv of C~H's managers, 
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11Iree Keys to Peer Revi_ 
» ~t:reen ¡ob applicanrs for le:un 
,ompatibilil)' and desíre ro 
IInpt'OH!'. 
• ~u"port a learo culrure. whích 
IIlduues lhe belief mat everyone 
\\-antS ro improve. the commit
,m:n! of It!ams 10 helpíng mem
¡><:TS improve. "nd management's 
,\.pPOtl of self--dírected teams. 
• Ensure thal leams are ready 
lor p.,,,r reviews, by doíng 
"xlen.ive lmining in leam skills 
,md hy allowing ¡eams lhe time 
u, de"elop. 

lOW you 
ic's (rue. 
tO stop 
. end of 
'11 come 
pyou. 
ilitator's 
1as fos· 
ere and 

f ,ho,,".:u rheir commílmenl 10 peer 
• re,·,,,\\,' "".rlv Iw being ·guinea pigs." 
; now ~ef"\'~ lS racilitators, The teaffiS' 

ints are ! periormance expectaríons have 
iot. rhe be"ome p:lrt of Ihe company's cul· 
~m neg- I ture. Cardul implemenlauon of rhe 
feeling ¡ re,'iew, has ereated a work environ-

! ",en! thar is suppotlÍ\'e but demand
, in Ihe . ing ()f l1igh performance. And ream 
facilita- 1 expecl:uions are continuously im

llities 10 i pronng. This l'eat's expectauons 
~ \\'on't he good enough next vear. 

laVe díf- 1 Emplo\'ees "'ho cOn!inue 10 perform 
llovees. i al Ihe same le'·el. can expecI 10 see 
fter slx . Iheir raungs "rode. 

jAsan offshOOt of Ihe new sysrem. 

)N'T 

15M. 

C:'lH u",¡u"d 10 1"1 11", Kentucky 
plants produce a prodUCI ,h:1I pre"I
oush- "'as beíng buí!! over.e:>.s. The 
K(!V f~cwrs In th:n decislon were the 
'.,-ams productl\'ltv. skíll •. and dedi-

_ Guion to qualily. 
• Al Ihe laSI re,;e", session wilh Ihe 

en~m""nng 'eam. rhe manager said. 
• '.\11 (lf ml' people are happy. gemng t along. and coming up wilh ideas. 1 
• UOIII kno,,· "'h:lI happened. bUI 1 

~:tt i lik.c 11.". 

~ leam : 
Iy effee· i 
,ent sys~ 
:! lO r.ne : 
fective: ¡ 
playees 
But new ¡ 
o ha ve 

. time of It :-te fucili-
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Personal Learning Journal 

This course is an opportunity for you to learn about leadership, management, change, 
and most of all about yourself. Throughout the week we will be giving you time to 
reflect on your own personallearning and how you can apply the course materíals to 
your work situation. 

This journal has been designed to give you a way of capturing the insights you are 
gaining about yourself as a leader and manager: the feedback you get from others; and 
the new ideas and strategies you discover about how to be an effective leader and 
manager in eIAT. 

We have structured questions that will focus your thoughts on the course content, and 
we have included a number of blank pages in the joumal for your use if you want to 
take some quiet time at the end of each day to reflect on what you have learned. 

Use this journal in whatever way will enhance your learning this week and enjoy getting 
to know yourself better. 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 1 
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Your Experience as a Leader/Manager 

Think for a moment about the last couple of weeks as you have gone about your work 
in the Center or wherever you were. How would you describe your experience. 

What's it Iike to work in your organization? 

What are your thoughts and feelings as you go through the day? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 2 --------_ ..... ----------
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Building a Learning Cornrnunity 

If these five days are to go extraordinarily well, what do the ... 

TRAINERS need to do? 

PARTICIPANTS need to do? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 3 
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Impact of Change 

1. Afier our conversations on the impact of change. what do you want to 
remember? 

2. Specifically. what actions could you take to help others with the transitions 
through change? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 4 
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Personal Learning Goals for Leadership and 
Managerial Effectiveness 

1. Looking over your inventory graphs. what are the areas of your greatest 
strength? 

2. Which area(s) did you want to focus on improving? 

3. This week will be a chance tor you to practice new skills. take some risks with 
different behaviors and receive feedback on your participation and contribution to 
team work and the course. With this in mind what is one personalleaming goal 
to which you are committing yourself this week? 

4. Who. in the course. could you enlist to support you in your leaming goal? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 5 
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Conversations with Others: Thanks for the 
Inventory 

People who completed your inventories really invested time, energy, and trust in you. 
Hopefully you've gained some new insíghts about your self-perception and others 
perception of you as a leader and manager. 

When you retum they will be interested and possibly anxíous about your reactions and 
what you leamed. So you need to be thoughtful and reciprocate their gOodwill by doing 
the following: 

• 

show appreciation for their help in leaming about your effectiveness 
share overall pattems and tell how the information was helpful to you 
don't ask for explanations like "why díd you give me a 2 on this one" 
talk about the messages you took from the inventories "I'm doing well in 
these areas and can improve in these areas ... and am curious to know 
more about how you see me ...... 

Now think about and plan the conversations you want to have with people when you 
retum. 

1. Who do you want to talk with? Atone or in a group? 

2. What are the key messages you want to communicate to them? 

3. What specifically did you leam from the information and what are you ptanning to 
do as a result of this leam¡ng? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 6 
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Effective Facilitation Skills 

Using the range of facilitation skills you have just practiced will enable you to become a 
very effective fistener. As Stephen Covey said in his book, Seven Habjts of Hjghly 
Effectjve People, "First, seek to understand". 

Think about our facílitation practice rounds and answer the following: 

1. Which of the facilitatíon skills is easiest for you? Paraphrasing, Summarizing, 
Asking Questions, or Encouraging? 

2. Which of these skills are you the least comfortable with or use the least? 

3. What did you learn as you watched others facilitate the discussions? 

4. Specifically what do you want to practice during this week? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 7 
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Giving Feedback 

In our discussions we sald that feedback Is giving someone information about 
herlhis behavior and Ita impact on you - both posltive and negatlve. 

The way to give feedback is to: 

1. Describe actionlbehavior - what the person did (i.e. 'When you ignored my 
idea ... ") 

2. Tell the impact this had on you - how it made you feel (l.e."lt made me feel 
excluded ... ") 

3. Describe the resultlconsequence of the behavior and its impact (Le. "1 am 
hesitant to share my ideas and thoughts.") 

Using these guidelines prepare a positive feedback message you will give someone in 
the course. Look around the room and identify a person to whom you could give 
positive feedback. Write your feedback to her in the spaces below. 

What dld he/she do? 

How dld you feel when he/she did it? 

What was the result or consequence of his/her action? 

Now, find the time to share this feedback with the person befo re the end of the day 
tomorrow. 

After you have given the feedback answer the following: 

1. How did you feel giving the feedback? Afterwards? 

2. What was the reaction of the person to whom you gave the feedback? 

(continue on neX! pagel B" 
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Asking for Feedback 

Lastly. think about how your own behavior since the beginning of this course. Select 
and write down something about which you would like more information. Pick two 
people from whom you will seek feedback before the end of the course. 

Area In which I would like to recelve feedback: 

People I'm Going lo Ask: 

1. 

2. 

After receiving the feedback answer the following: 

1. What were your thoughts and feelings while receiving the feedback? 

2. What was the message you received? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 9 ---------_ ..... _---------
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Team Challenges 

Think about your participation in the Blind Pentagon and answer the following: 

1. What are your thoughts and feelings conceming your participation and 
contribution to the team's performance? 

2. What did you do that you felt good about? 

3. What do you wish you had done (but didn't) during the activity? 

4. What prevented you from doing whatever you wrote under #3? 

Review your inventory results under Sustaining Team Performance. Then consider 
what you've written aboye regarding your participation today and complete the following 
questions: 

1. What are your strengths? 

2. Where could you improve? 

3. What do you want to do differently or practice tomorrow and during the rest of 
the course? 

Strengthening Teams· Personal Joumal p. JO 
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Reflecting on Team Challenges 

1. What do you see as your major contributions to today's challenges and how do 
you feel about them? 

2. What have you learned about what it takes to be a productive team? 

3. What parallels can you draw from these experiences to your team situations at 
the Center? 

4. Identify two actions you want to take to improve your team's performance back at 
work? 
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Reflection on Collaboratively Managing Conflict 

1.. What do you like and dislike about using the Collaborative Model for Managing 
Conflict? 

2.. What was most difficult about using the model? 

3. As you think about the discussions, practice and models and skills covered, what 
will you do differently regarding conflicts you face back at the office? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Journal p. 12 
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Team Peñormance and Feedback 

What do you want to remember for the next time you have to give or participate in 
giving team performance feedback? 

Strengthening Teams - Personal Joumal p. 13 
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Strategic Influencing 

Using the descriptions of the different categoríes. identify several key individuals in your 
centerlsystemlextemal organizations who have a "stake" in the outcomes of your work. 
Concentrate on people who can potentially support or block your achievements. Write 
their names in the appropriate category. 

AIIies 

Opponents 

Bedfellows 

Fence sitters 

Adversaries 
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Individually. review your strategic influencing inventory and pick one person from one of 
the categoríes: someone you are curious about. someone you find difflcult to deal with, 
or someone with whom you want to improve or change the relationship. 

Think about outstanding issues and particularly your own ·vision" of your work situation. 

Consider the category in which you placed this person and review skiUs for Strategic 
Influencing. Pay particular attention to the issues oftrust and agreement. 

Plan a conversation with this persono 

You have 10 minutes. 

1. Who is this person? 

2. How did you categoríze the person? 

CJ Ally CJ Opponent CJ Bedfellow CJ Fence sitter CJ Adversary 

3. What is your desired outcome from the conversation? 

4. How wiU you approach it? How will you say it? What will you ask the other 
person? 
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Reflections on Strategic Influencing 

After practicing influencing skills and watching others, what stand s out for you as 
important to remember? 
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Introduction to Creating a Development and 
Application Plan 

Before creating your Development and Application Plan (DAP) review the following: 

.,p' journal entries you have made throughout the course . 

.,p' course readings and conversations you have hado 

.,p' feedback you received during the course and the feedback you received 
from others on the inventories. 

your strengths and areas needing improvement. 

With this in mind complete the next pages. 
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Cevelopment and Application Plan (CAP) 

.·St~pOlle 
Specific Ski" (s) 
I \Yant To Apply 

Potential Obstacles ; 

.. ·Ste "(VIlO 
. . ...... /p ......... . 
.• ~ctionPI.p & 

"Progresa Meaau .... " 

Actions I will take: 

Things I want to read: 

Stf!pThrf,e .... \ . ~tep Fc;)ur ..... . 
C~clliI1S"· .... ·TlmeFrame 

Support 
From Others· 
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Development and Application Plan (DAP) 

. ... ..StfJp Q6~r'1' 
·Sp(tcHicSkill t.Jr;\ 
. I Wánt To Apply 

.. Ppteptial ()b,tacIQi 

. ·ªteP'T'!!9 / .... 
AttionPI.n··&<····· 

"Progre .. Meas~~~ 

Actions I will take: 

Things I want to read: 

· •• ·>;~!rct,~e~ ..... ·.I>,.~,f:~!{~····· 
;~"pp~ij ... 

•• < ..•. ff()Dl()tIl~~··.·.· . 
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Development and Application Plan (DAP) 

... ~t~pºÓEr 
'Q8élfic;$tdlf(s) 
. I W~r'ltTC) Apply . 

Ste<rwo 
.•..... ,; ...... ~ ............. . 

ACtiOtrPlan& . 
"P~"'8S M~asUre$" 

Actions I will take: 

Potential ObStac'es 

';':1 Things I want to read: 

<SJ~:c~tt.er "IHf¡~ff:~~ 
SUPpcl!'l 

·;FromathenJ 
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Personal Notes 
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Personal Notes 
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Personal Notes 
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